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PADUCAH  DAILIr  RE
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GAMBLING
ISTER.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 150
. Rev. C. M. Thompson Preaches a
Powerful Sermon on the Evil.
States That He Has Located Six Resoris in the
City and Declares That Gambling is In-
creasing Among the Gentle Sex.
The seating capacity of the First
Baptist church was taxed to its ut-
most last Sunday evening by a con-
gregation composed largely of men
who assembled to hear the pastor
Rev. C, M. Thompson, discuss the
subject of gambling.
The speaker selected John 19;24 as
a text. He prefaced hie sermon by
saying:
Located Silt Places.
"Preachers are usually regarded as
devo'd of wisdom so far as the ways
of the world are concerned,. yet I had
no trouble in locating at least six
places in Paducah where gambling ,s
now being carried on. or has. been
• eat-tied on in the recent past." He
further declared that the location of
these places and the names of pro-
prietors would be made public s if
gambling still continued in the city.
The following is a brief synopsis of
the sermon.
Gambling Defined.
'The standard Dictionary defines
gambling as follows: 'To play a game,
especially a game of chance for
'takes; risk money or other posses-
sions on an event, chance, or con-
tingency; pretend to buy or sell, de-
pepding upon chance variations in
price for gain; As to gamble for
drinks— to gamble in wheat. In
other e•ords gambling is trying to
procure something without giving
any equivalent for the same. This
definition is not altered by the char-
acter of the stakes, the place where
the game ie played. the personnel of
the players or the intent back of the
game.
The stake may be a silver dollar Of
a silver card case: the place may be
the gilded room of vice or the parlor
of culture and refinement; the players
way be the devotees of the green
cloth or laders in the social world;
the intent may be that of the pro-
fessional gambler, or to furnish
amusement daring a social gathering.
, or to roll dice on play cards at so
winch per game for Jesus' sake,—in
either case the force of the definition
abides--it is gambling. No just
equivalent is given and the winning
of the stake, whatever it may be, is
conditioned on a game of chance
"From the very first every enlight-
ened government, by legal enactment
has reached after the gambler.
"But why should one as individual
and as patriotic citizens oppose this
vice? For several reasons.
Why We Should Oppose It.
"This vice should be opposed be-
cause. the habit of gambling is so
easily acquired
M'he depraved condition of the hu-
man heart furnishes fruitful 5oil for
this seed of iniquity. There is some-
thing so fascinating about the gaming
table It holdsits dupes with a giant
grasp. The habit of gambling, when
once formed, reduces its victim to a
slavery that daily grows more inex-
orable and exacting.
"We Should oppose—this vice be-
cause it unfits one for another legiti-
mate occupation.
"It is the uncompromising enemy
• of every useful calling and noble am-
bition. The gambler's path is marked
by laziness, dissipation and dishonor
Clearness of mind, steadfastness of
purpose and honesty in application
are not the products of the gambling
room. The surgeon's hand that is
deft in manipulating cards becomes
one of danger to his patient. The
clerk or mechanic who has dissipated
nervous and physical energy ,in a
gambling den cannot render batisfac-
tory service behind the counter or
in the workshop A man cannot long
engage in card, playing for gain and ' Appeal to Mothers.
follow another occupation that has! "Mother,' to ybu I appeal. Gambling
been sanctified by the, lepiiimate re- is making rapid strikes among the
suits of honest toil. 'They have -an gentler sex. Use your splendid pow-
affinity similar to that, of, oil and era to banish/ gambling from the so'
water or the spark and powder.' cial and; ieligions world. Frowr. upon
"This vice Is an active-twat in the that circle that by word and deed
development of sitperstition and. for inflames the gambling !spirit. Spare.
that reason, merits strong opposition. I beseech you, the darling of your
It suggests weird incantation*. maze heart and in after years she will rise
words and strange contortions to pro- up and call your memory blessed.
ante luck. The rabbit's foot, the To the Father.
black cat, the number thirteen and "Father, the tempter is reaching for
'
Friday are all powerful factors in a
gambler's life. His God is a god of
chance. His whole nature strikes at
an all wise providence. Undue and
silly emphasis is placed sot- dreams
and omens. To him there is no realm
of law and order. He is either favored
child of fortune or the victim of blind
and cruel fate.
Gamblers Devoid of Pity.
"According to the statement of a
' ---*
REV. C. N. anUMPSON.
or.
garrsbler of long experience that oc-
cupation makes its followers devoid
of pity and heartless. The despair
of the loser and the -ufferings of wife
and children as a result of the loss
are nothing to the knight of the. green
cloth. Wgth a sneer he turns from
such agony to greet another victim
The most solemn scene ihis world
has sewer witnefrotd was that of Cal-
vary when the Son of God was dying
Friend and foe alike stood amazed at
the convulsions -of nature and the
calm serenity of the dying sufferer.
Gambler's at Calvary.
"It was reserved for gamblers to
give the most marked example of
stolid indifference to the tragedy be-
ing enacted. With utter heartlessness
they roll their dice at the foot of the
crosi for the possession of the seam-
less robe of the dying Saviour. His
closing moments, crowded with pain
and the sobs of broken hearted
friends are matters of supreme in-
difference to them.
Pruidul Cause of Crime.
"This vice likewise merits the
!strongest opposition for the reason
that it is a fruitful cause of crime.
The man that follows this occupation
is an outlaw. His hininees is a plain
violation of law, which he, himself,
admits and must he carried on in
secret or with the connivance of the
city "official's. There are three dis-
tinct step, in connection with gam-
bling. The first is its bearing on the
veracity of the one who gambles
How economical he becomes with the
truth. It is simply wonderful how
ignorant or forgetful the freriuentore
of gambling houses become when
they appear before a grand jury.
Transforms a Man Into a Liar.
"Sadeindeed, is that occupation that
transforms a man into a liar. The
next' step is its effect upon honesty
and integrity. The charming prospect
of gain becomes so alluring and the
pursuit so keen, that ere the man
comprehends it he is wearing the
brand of thief. Chips must be bought
and a box of underwear possessed
the purchasing power. Thus step by
step many noble souls have 'been led
to their own undoing.
11Th
e last step is the one in which
the victim is led, with strong and'
steady hand, to the crime of murder.
-
your son. Hie would drag him; from
the path of honest and noble en-
deavor to the room where ways are
dark and tricks vain. Why let the
boy be tempted? Insist, urge, de-
mand that the law be enforced. Give
all the time and attention it requires
to bring about this result. It will be
time well spent and bring your grey
hairs in honor to the grave. This is
the 'hour to strike. Let %he blow be
well aimed and have back sof jt all
the strength you possess. It means
peace in the home and prosperity in
the city. Paducah needs your effort
—withhold it not."
WOODS ALIVE.
Thousands of People Spent Sunday
Looking for Nuts and Per-
Nimmons.
Sunday thousands of people were
in the woods gathering nuts and per-
simmons, which were brought home
by the bagfull. The country roads
were lined from early morning until
late in the evening, with people en
route to and from the thickets
going on horseback, afoot and in ve-
hicles.
Sunday was the first warm, balmy
and pretty day for some weeks and
many took advantage of it to go to
the woods and spent a fine time. The
nut crop is pretty heavy this fall, but
vast inroads have already been made
upon it a, hundreds are out every
day.
NAVY RECRUITS.
Lieutenant Comfott Has Opened His
Enlistment Bureau Here.
Lieutenant J. H. Comfort tif the
United States navy has arrived and
yesterday morning opened his recruit
in? 'tenon at 302 Broadway, where
he will enlist men for the naval ser-
v:ce until next Saturday, when the
office closes and they go elsewhere
after men.
The lieutenant is accompanied by
Dr. W. H. Block, medical examiner
for the navy, and three enlisted men.
The recruits taken in here are sent So
Norfolk, Va., for a four month's
training, when they are then assigned
to the warships for service.
INDICTED By --- kconienw. oNf satnhe ibnudticttinhentcounrtil oyffeisetialers. 1 
SOCIAL EVENTS.. day, as they did not give the matter 0
out for publication, desiring to first
catch the young man, who was found
by Deputy Sheriff Rogers at the pool
room on North gourth street.
GRAND JURY
VIRGIL HOLCOMB CHARGED
WITH ROBBING STEAMER
KENTUCKY,
ARRESTED YESTERDAY
OA BENCH WARRANT
JUDGE REED OPENED FALL
TERM OF CIVIL COURT
YESTERDAY
Number of Discharges in Bankruptcy
Received by Clerk Puryear of
Federal Court.
Virgil Hoicorb, a well known
young white man, was arrested yes-
terday ind locked • in the county jail
by Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers on a
bench warrant issued in the circuit
ci urt. Being unable to furnish bond
lie wee placed in confinement. He is
cburged with robbing the money
drawer' and safe of the steamer Ken;
tacky of several hundred dollars.
.- Holcomb was employed as third
clerk on the boat sometime during
the fiii,st of this year. At different
times money was missed from the
.drawes by Chief Clerk Dick Sebree.
Holcomb quit the service some
months ago. One night while the
boat lay hare at the bank, parties
were policed skirmishing around in
a skiff on the outside of the craft.
The next morning several hundred
dollare_were missing from the safe
dtcand ewer. Holcomb and the en-
gineer e son were arrested on the
ehargi of stealing the money, but
released in the examining court. It
seems the circlet court grand jury
took up the matter of its own ac-
es rd and brought in an indictment,
charging Holcomb with getting the
"SLAVERY WAS NOT AN
UNMITIGATED EVIL"
Rev. .Thomas J. Newell, pastor of
the Broadway Methodist church,
preached to the old soldiers Sunday,
and in the course of his remarks
made the statement that slavery was
not an unmitigated evil, that. t; -re
was much goad in it to the lieges).
and gave them a knowledge of the
methods of labor that their race no-
where else possesses; that it identi-
fied them in language and dress with
the greatest race on earth—the An-
glo-Saxon English-speakingspeople.
Dr. Newell's text was from Acts
1427: "And when they were 'come
together they rehearsed all that God
had done with them."
He said in part:
Glorious Chapter in History.
"I am thankful .and count myself
dthis company of men, whose dee s
happy that r am permitted to speak to
of heroism and 'fortitude have chals'
lenged the admiration of the thought-
ful world, and whose lives make up
a
• 
glorious chapter in the history if
this great country. The histotian his
crystalized into immortal words the
7
-REV. THOMAS J. NEWELL.
Opened Civii\Tenn.
Yesterday morning Pages W. M.
Reed opened t - (11! scree. of evl
,ne ass
--
dons, making orders, giving judg-
ments, and disposing of other prelim-
inaey business. He will continue at
this through this week, and next
Monday empanel the petit jury that
will commence trying the different
suits ready for a hearing.
The judge gave judgments in favor
of the plaintiffs yesterday in the fol-
lowing actions: James. Lee Company
as,ainst Photographer James Solar,
for $152.78; J. S. Downs against
Attorney- W. W. English, for $75;
American Soda Fountain Company
against Druggist W. R. Hayes for
$301.44; Peal vs Williams for $1.0.86;
Estey Company against Ragsdale;
They against Chalk, for $179.40.
' There was dismissed at defendant's
cost the suit of the Ontaria Knitting
Company against George C Wallace
and Robert B. Phillips.
There was dismissed as settled the
*uit of Langston vs Layton.
At deiendant's cost there was dis-
trissed the suit of the Citizen's Bank
z!nd Trust Company against the
Globe Bank and Trust Company.
Magisterial Court.
, Justice Charles Emeri opened his
magister:al court yesterday and set
tne day on which will be tried the
different suits before him.
_
Bankrupt Discharges,
Clerk John R. Puryear of the Pa-,
eacah branch of the United States
urt, has received from the court's
main office in Louisville, discharges
bankruptcy for the following par-
ties: W. R. Montgomery, M. M. Han-
ccck, John Cairnes, Ednest Barker,
W. E. Killough, J. ' 41.. Woodward,
;lof t, ti, Hobson, Paducah; and J. R.
Prestwood, H. H. Dess, Fulton;
.Thomas H. McReynolds, Dycusburg;
Charles H. Hawkins, Cadiz; W. A.
Smith, Fulton; William Anderson,
Lenton. and Wallace M. Wimberly,
Mayfield.
One Deed Recorded,
i se:arty lying on Harahan boule-
vard has been sold by J. Benton Cur-
tis to Ellen E Radnedge for $550,
and the deed filed for record yes-
terday with the county clerk.
Adnainistratrix.
Laura A. Greaves qualified before
the county court yesterday as ad-
ministratrix of the estate of her late
husband, Clarges C. Greaves.
Licensed To Marry.
\ The clerk yesterday issued a mar-
iInge license to Alfred McCann,
aged 27 and Eliza Logan Armstrong,
aged 21, both of Pinkneyville, Ill.
They are colored.
----- -
deeds of you and your comrades. On
memorial and decoration days the
invited orator has painted, in the
beauty of truth, the spirit of your pa-
o•iiitism. And at your reunions some
yonr brethren in the toils of war
have taken you back to the scenes of
those eventful days and have stirred
to the profoundest depths your de-
clining emotions. But I have thought
it reties! that, without occasion or in-
vitation, with a filial spirit and with!
a reiard born of the interest. admire-.
nionesi should ask' you to be witness
to whet I shall 'say this day to these
youriessembled sons and daughters.
"Ifftire thati'forty years have swept
by 4nce .the tocsin of war was sound-
ed over this then, as now, great and
prosperous land, calling' you and your
eorrirades to battle. ' Many who came
forth gladly did not live to see the
end. Many, since the end of that .
ewful enenict, have fallen asleep es'
did tbeir fathers. Each rising and:
eetting, of yielder sun 'marks a de-
- "
(Continued on Thige
PARK COMMISSION.
Meeting Held This Afternoon to
Go Over the Plans.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the
public park commissioners for this
city will meet at the office of Mr.
Harry C. Rhodes who is' a member
The session is for the purpose of
gong over the plans &L....A _specifica-
tions drawn for the curb and coping
to be placed around Lang park, at
Fountain avenue at Monroe street.
DOCTORS GATHER:
Dr. Griffith Entertained the Academy
of Medicine Last Night.
Last evening the Academy of Medi-
cine held its weekly meeting with
With Dr. B. B. Griffith at his office
apposite The Register on Broadway.
The host delivered a lecture upon
"Obstetrics." The doctor will re-
sume his lecture along this line at
the meeting next week with Dr. L.
L. Smith of Fourth and Broadway.
An address on "Potassium" will be
given also at the session with Dr.
Smite.
Tonight at Dr. J. T. Reddiek's
office Dr. Horace Rivers will address
the body on "Endomettitis."
• 
TRUSTEES MEETING,
Referee Bagby Will Issue Order for
One to Select a Trustee.
Referee Bagby expects to issue the
order today or tomorrow, notifying
the creditors of the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company when there will he
held a creditors' meeting at which
time a trustee will be elected for the
bank rupt proceedings.
Yesterday in the county court W.
B. Murphree filed a material ha
claiming a $6&a balance on an ac-.
Count 'of $022.39. mide for fUrnist-
ing tartbarle to the Rebkopf. concern.
ON CALENDAR
-Re!
MR. ROSCOE BAILEY WILL
MARRY MISS Mc NAMARA
ELLISON-LUCAS WEDDINII
YESTERDAY AT KAM
MISS LOUISE ABELLS AND kit
JESSE RUTTER WILL Bie
MARRLED
Miss Josephine Hunt and Mr. Allen
V. Hill Will Be United in Mem-
phis.—Other News.
The Jackson, (Miss) Evegette
News speaks as follows regarding
the coming marriage of Mr. Roiebe
Bailey, a Paducah boy who is the
seri of Mrs. Mary Bailey of Bro.-S-
way near Minth street, and who Oe
a brother of Mr. Arthur Bailey, the
well known newspaper writer. }The
groom is connected wah the Jackson
j.aper, and is sterling, energetic young
man of wide experience and tlitnotwh
knowledge of jour.:alistic work, as
evidenced by his success: The paper
mentions as follows:
"Invitations have'been receivnd in
this city to the marriage of Miss
Ellen Elizabeth McNamara to Mr. •
Henry Roscoe Bailey, which will take
place on Wednesday afternoon, 'OE-
tober the thirty-first, at half past-
five o'clock, at the family residence,
1038 Spalding Hill avenue, Mobile,
Alabama.
"This interesting event has been
anticipatea for some -time by the
friends of the groom, and he is the
recipient of many hearty congratula-
tions. Mr. Bailey is the enterprising
circulation manager of the itvening
News, and during his residence in
Jackson has made a host of warm
friends and admirers. He is a native
of Paducah. Ky., a man of splendid
business ability, and during his con-
nection with this paper, has made a
remarkable record, placing the cir-
culation of the News at the highest .
figure ever reached by a Mississippi
newspaper. He is a genial, compaa-
ionable and accomplished young gen-
tleman, and richly deserves the rare
prize he has won.
"The bride is the attractive and ac-
complished daughter of Mr. John T.
McNamara, Sr., a prominent tithes
of Mobile, and in the social circles of
that delightful old city is held in the
highest esteem and favor.
"After the bridal tour Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey will make their future home
in this city, returning here about the
twentieth of November."
Ellison-Lucas Wedding.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Miss Ellison of Glasgow,. Ky., and
Mr. Lrank A. ',OCAS of this city,
were united in marriage. at the Chris-
tian church in Glailgow. Rev. James
E. Jayne of that congregation, offic-
iated, while the ushers were Fielding
Poles, Guy Locke. Paul Greer and A.
B. Dixon.- The weddine-was quite
a fashionable affair and followed by
departure- Of the couple for Okla-
homa, where they will vend their
honeymoon. Qn their return they
come here to reside.
Th young lady is the daughter of
Dr. E. T. Ellison of Glasgow, and
is a beautiful woman of exceeding
culture.
Mr. Lucas is the young lawyer of
this city and a responsible and es-
teemed young man.
Matinee Musicale.
The program for the Matinee Mu-
sicale tomorrow afternoon at the
Eagles' Home on Sixth and :Broad,
way, is as follows:
I. Current events.
2. Discussion of the progress of
the club—Miss Alice Compton.
3. Piano solo—Polish dance—Pad-
rewski—Miss Isabelle Mohan,
4. Vocal solo--Berceuse from "Joc-
vhne." by Goddard—Mrs. David M.
Flournoy.
5. Piano solo, !waist (a la dims al-
mee) by Schutt.
6. Vocal silo, ielected—Miss Mae
nue Dryfuss.
The active members will .have a
breiness•rneeting at 3 o'clock, and all
who. wish "to, take part in the entitling
year are requested to be present, ts
the meeting is important.
Surprised Friends.
Miss Grace Ingram and Mr. Pant
Taylor have snrprised their friends
(Continued ,on Page Six.)
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AND TAKES BELOVED ONES
ODLOINEL REUBEN ROWLAND FOUND DEAD IN BED SUNDAY
MORNING, AT HIS HOME ON NORTH SEVENTH • STREET,
HIS LIFE BEING ENDED BY HEART TRDUB LE—MRS.
ELIZABETH AGNES CASSELL DIED AT HOSPITAL AND
BODY SHIPPED TO LOUISVILLE FOR INTERMENT—MR.
HENRY G. THOMPSON'S BROTHER PASSED AWAY. -
Quite a shock was sustained by
the entire city Sunday morning when
it became known that one of Pa-
ducah's most prominent ad reputable
citizens had passed away, Colonel
Reuben Rowland, who was found
dead in his bed at their home in
North Seventh near Madison street.
He passed away during the night be-
fore of heart trouble and asthma, ap-
parently without any struggle, as his
position was one of calmness.
Mr. Rowland was seized with con-
gestion a week or two ago and ren-
dered Ill for several days, but has
been able to be out ever since then.
'Saturday night he retired about to
o'clock, his rode adopted daughter
Dorothy Rowland, sleeping with him.
•e: Sunday morning at 7 o'clock the lit-
tle miss arose and tried to awaken
her father, but failing presumed he
was sleeping soundly, and left the
room. About 9 o'clock members of
e.the household went in to awaken him,
,hithen they were horrified to find him
cold in death. He had apparently
been dead several hours.
Colonel Rowland was born sixty-
aim years ago in Hopkwinsville,
Christian county, and growing to
manhood he entered the Confederate
army where, through his valor and
braverly he arose to the rank of cap-
tain, but was always known as "col-
onel." In r868 he was united in mar-
riage to Miss Fanny Clark, of this
city, and went back to his old home
in Hopkinsville to reside. Only a
few years, though did he remain, as
he came to Paducah, which had been
his home ever since.
Mr. Rowland has always been
prominently identified with th'is city's
business interests, as years ago he
promoted and had built the old street
car system, and later laid out the
suburb known as "Rowlandtown,"
and Whith was named after him, and
which proved to be a very thriving
suburban district. He was a very
progressive and substantial man who
always took an active part in every-
thing that had for object the bet-
terment of the community. Of recent
years be has devoted his time to real
estate and insurance, always with a
marked success characteristic of him.
He was one of the most polished
and cultured of gentlemen, known
widely and highly esteemed for his
tordial and genial disposition, that
attracted the attention of even the
most utter stranger. He was gallant
to the extreme, had a cheerful and
encouraging word for all and is sad-
ly missed by everybody. He was a
devout churchman, being one of the
First Presbyterian church pillars,
and in his unassuming way did great
good.
Besides his wife, the deceased is
survived by the following sisters and
brothers: Mr. John Rowland, post-
master of Cleverport. Ky.; Mrs. Mar-
tha Vase, of New Orleans; and Mrs.
Annie Newman. who made. her home
with him an this city. His wife has
been seriously ill for several weeks
on account of her condition not be-
ing sufficient to withstand the oiliock,
she has not yet been apprised of the
death. 
.
The funeral services will be held
this morning at to o'clock at the
First Presbyterian church, and not
at the home on account of the wife's
sickness bite...nerd follows at Oak
Grove cemetem
The members of James T. Walbert
tamp of Confederate Veterans will
participate in the peryices, gathering
at the &arch.
:hlie pallbearers are:
Active—J. A. Rudy A. J. Jorgetts
aeon, W. F. Bradshaw, Jr., J. D.
Mocquot, C. A. Torrence, W. A.
Berry.
Honorary—C. R. Rieke, Dr. A. L.
Dabetorb L. S DuBois, W. F. Paxton,
T. A. Raker. W. A. Gardner, G. C.
Crumbaugh, Knox R. Flournoy.
Claimed By Death.
One of ,the City's most universally
popu:ar young matrons Sunday af-
ternoon at 2 o'clock went to her re-
ward, when death closed the eyes in
everlasting sleep of Mrs Elizabeth
'Agnes. Cassell, wi& of Mr. John
Even Cassell, the ;Illinois Central
railegsatt engineer, ahd daughter of
NUS. M. Carney of Jefferson near
, Tenth Street.
Mrs. Cassell stiffered from typhoid
/ever and ,complications that necessi-
tated an operation in a teivate ward
at Riverside hospital. which she stir-
vived only a iew hours. The body
was moved kern the institution to
residence on Jefferson street, and this
tnewning at 1:44, o'clock shipped to
Loutirrille where -it will he interred in
the St. Louis cemetery.
Mrs Cassell was a bride of only
one year, and her death lo a sed blow
to her many friends. She was born
'August ath. 187b in. Ohio couhltr, this
state, and for some years lis'ed in
Thg Clifty, Ky., where her fat her
died. Shortly thereafter Mrs. Cat'
tlev and family romoved to Padvcah,
. A
which has been their home ever since.
The deceased was a young woman
noted for her modesty and beauty,
and deeply endeared to a wide -circle
of friends. Ever since maidenhood
she has bee none of St. Frances de
Sales' most derma communicants, for
l years being an active choir singer andworker. Her traits were of an unus-
ual nature that impressed all as to
her consistency and beauty of living.
She was vice president of the Cath-
olic Knights and Ladies of America
of this city. ...
Just one year next Tuesday she
was united in marriage to Mr. Cas-
sell, and besides him is survived by
, her mother, Mrs. M. Carney, and the
following brothers and sisters: Mr.
Matt Carney, of Chicago; Mrs. S. L.
Gardner of New Albany, Ind.; Miss
Fannie Carney and Mr. Charles Car-
ney of this city.
This morning in the Sacred Heart
church in Louisville, the services will
be held, with interment following.
Brother Ned.
Mr. Henry G. Thompson, proprie-
tor of Soule's drug store, left last ev-
ening at 6 o'clock for Tupelo, Miss.,
accompanied by his wife they being
called there by the death of- the
former's brother, Mr. Robert Thomp-
son, who passed away yesterday af-
ternoon after a fingering illne ;a witn
consumption. I
I The deceased was thirty-five yearsr
t of age and a telegrahn operator em-
ployed for years upon the different
roads. He was preparing to leave for
Texas for henefit of his health, but
death carne first. I
Besides his wife and children, the
deceased is suevived by four broth-
ers, Houston and George Thompson
of Tupelo, Conductor William
Thompson of the Memphis-Cairo ru9
over the Illinois Central railroad, and
Mr. Henry Thompson of here. His
.father is Mr. J. Thompson, one of
Tupelo's prominent business men
who for years was sheriff of that
ccunty. The deceased is survived by
several sisters also.
1The funeral will occur tomorrow at
Tupelo.
Buried Sunday.
ISunday morning at 8 o'clocic there
was conducted the funeral service
over the remains of Mr. Matthew
Ham, instead of 3.30 o'clock that af-
ternoon as originall yarurwounced on
account of the change of burrs only a
few friends got to attend the obse-
quies.
Child Died Sunday.
The two-year-old son of Mr. Bert
Canderbilt, died Sunday night at their
home in 1625 Tennessee street, and
the remains were taken to Mt. Pleas-
ant yesterday for interment.
PREAOHER FOILED
IN ELOPEMENT
Plans for Runaway Marriage With
Sixteen-Year-Old Webster
County Girl Failed.
Henderson, Ky., Oct. 12.—The ev.
John Williams. a Baptist minister of
this city, and Miss Maude Tapp. \a
pretty sixteen-year-old Webster cou
ty girl, were foiled here yesterday I
their attempt to elope to Evanville
or some other northern point, where
they in'ended to find their Gretna
i Green.. The young preacher, who isabout twenty-five years of age, WA -conducting a revival meeting atPoole, Webster county, when 'he met
the buxom maiden, and they soon fell
desperately in love with each other
Within a few days the question was
"popped," and it did not seem too
sudden for the girl.
1 On Wednesday night Mies 'DIP•left home after telling her mother trot*he was going to spend the nightwith a neighbor. On yesterday morn-
ing be went to the schoolhouse as if
there was nothing brewing. The dash-
ing young minieter drove from Pool'l
to the schoolhouse,and there met his
would-be bride They drove rapidly
to the nearest railroad station and
took a train that would pass through
this city. The mother was soon noti-
fied of the runaway, and she did not
faint or go into hysterics. She rush-
ed to her telephone and notified the
police departments in the neighboring
towns and cities.
Patrolman Robt. Bailey intercepted
the young people at noon, and Iiiirik.
Peter Tapp, the girl's mother, soon
OW arrived to take her disappointed
daughter back to her comfortable
country home. The girl is a member
of one of the wealthiest and most
highly respected families in Webster
county, end the Rev. Mr. Williams 1;
a well-respected. young man. The
reason for their attempted elopement
Iwas probably because the parties "It h largely upon that airchte-
thought they would ,not be able to stance, -Jour honor; we base our claim
get the coneent of the girl's parents that his insanity is advanced and ap-
,owing to her youthfulness. - parent." •
U11/111U JUD I
DROPS DEAD INVESTIVATES
FILMOUS SOUTHERN MINIST WILL SMIITHhCOLORED, HELD
STRICKEN NEAR LITTLE OVER 0* SHOOTING
ROCK ON TRAIN. CHARGE.
Was on His Way to Fill an Appoint-
ment—Was Well Known
In This City.
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. t5.—Sam
Jones, the famous evangelist, dropped
dead on a Choctaw train near Little
Rock this morning.
Mr. Jones was on his way to fill
an appointment. He had not been
feeling well, but had shown no signs
of serious illness. His death is at-
tributed to heart disease.
Sam Jones was the most famous
evangelist in the United States. For
the past twenty years he had been
preaching to thousands of people al-
most daily, and it is probable that
he had addressed swore than fany
other orator or speaker.
Mr. Jones had a peculiarly
vehement style and a vigorous way
of expressing himself in plain and
forceful language that made him
famous and drew immense audiences
In early life he was a lawyer. He has
I conducted many meetings in Louis-ville and was widely known here.
1 Sketch of Mr. Jones.Mk% Jones was a native of Cham-bers County, Ala., and would have
been 59 years old today, having been
removed to Cartersville, Ga., in 1859,
and here he studied under private
students and in boarding schools, fit-
ting himself for the law. He was ad-
mitted to the Georgia bar in 1869
and began his professional life under
bright prospects, but broke down in
health from nervous dyspepsia, and
soon after he abandoned the law.
In 1872 Mr. Jones was converted
and that his conversion was genuine.
is shown by the fact that he at once
entered the ministry of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South. He served
as pastor of various churches sin the
North Georgia Conference for eight
years, when he became agent of the
North Georgia Orphanage, a position
he filled for twelve years. In these
years he devoted much time to
evangelistic work, finally giving all of
his time to evangelistic work, and hai
held revivals in almost every import-
ant city in the United States and ii)
the etsnamer months lectured at the
chauteuquas.
He was the author of "Sermons and
Sayings," "Music Hall Sermons,"
"Quit Your Meanness," "St. Louis
Stories, h hsh Own Book",
"Thunderbolts" and other pubtica-
tions which have been read all over
the country.
On 'Special Train.
Dispatcher William Hills of the
local office for the N. C. and St. L.
railroad, received a dispatch stating
that last night at 9.10 o'clock a spec-
ial left Memphis over the N. C. & St.
L tracks for Carterville, Ga., carry-
ing the remains of Mr. Jones and
members of his family. The *pedal
consisted of an engine, baggage car
and one sleeper, the corpse being in
the baggage car, and member of the
family in the sleeper. The special
came up to Hollow Rock, below here
and then going through Nashville
proceeded straight to Carterville,
which will be reached sometime to-
ady. That is the home of the deceas-
ed divine. The special train was giv-
en the "right-of-way" over every oth-
er train on the system, and made
sixty miles an hour last night.
NO NEWS FROM
PEARY'S PARTY.
Hope of Hearing Prow the 'Expedi-
tion This Tear Has OM
Abicalioned.
New Voile Oct. t5.—The middle
of October having been reached, the
thne limit set for receiving news
from the Peary Arctic eshiedition,
hope practically was abandoned last
night of hearing this year from the
band of explorers who sailed from
this port fifteen months ago.
It was expected news would come
from the expedition through the
whalers when they . sailed into
Duedee, Scotland, at- the end of their
cruises this fall.
The whalers have failed to come in-
to port, and this is taken as a cer-
tain indication that unusual weather
conditions prevail in the Arctic, and
that the entire fleet has been caught
in the ice in the sudden closing of a
remarkable short summer period.
The first word from Peary was
expected to come to Morris K. Jesup,
the principal backer of the expedition.
Yesterday at his office it was said
that the hope of bearing front the
explorer this year was abandoned.
"Hello, Bilking, who are you work-
ing for now?" 'Same people—a wife
and five children."—Montgornery, Ad-
vertiser. Ex-Gov. A .1.011'Dockerv is, as usual
in campaign years. stumping the state
Lillie Gray, Colored, Given Contin-
uances in Both the Charges
Against Her.
1A111 Smith, colored, was arraigned
before the police court yesterday
morning and held by. Judge Puryear
to the circuit court grand jury on
the charge of 'shooting at a negro
woman several weeks ago. The bullet
passed through the negress' arm and
along her breast.
Utile Gray, colored, was given a
continuance until today of the war-
rant charging her with disorderly
conduct, while that accusing her of
cutting a man at Tenth and Court
streets, was put off until tomorrow
by the court.
Aline Hare eas fined $to and costs
for disorderly conduct. The court
assessed a fine of $25 and costs
against Herman Powell for disorder-
ly conduct.
NEW RECORD SET BY
CHICAGO COUPLE
Joe Howard, Just Freed and Mabel
Barrison United.
Joseph Howard, the song writer,
and Mabel Barrison, actress, were yes-
terday fined for exceeding the matri-
monial speed limit, says the Chicago
Examiner. Here is how they did it:
t:o8 p. m.—Decree of divorce was
granted dissolving the ties that bound
Howard to Ida Emerson
1:13 p. in.—I-Toward and Mabel were
in ao automobile speeding to Ham-
mond, Ind., to get married.
2 p. m.—Married at Hammond by
Justice W. A. Jordan.
The charge—Exceeding the speed
a South2.30 p. m.—Arrested
Chicagoepolicemen
What say you, gentleneu of the
jury; guilty or not guilty?
Mr. Howard and Miss Parrison are
starring together in "The District
Leader." Miss Barrison had jug man-
aged to get rid of excess baggage in
the form of a husband who was
charged wish beating her. A rehear-
sal of the play was in progress when
a lawyer came to the theater and
brought the glad tidings that Jusfre IT
Chetlain had just grantei a decree
divorcing Howard from Mrs Howard..
Otherwise known as Ida Ernmeeson
The rehearsal stopped.
•"The District Leader' is going to
carry another precinct," said How-
ard.
He did Mabel Barrison rewistered
her vote for him, and that settled the
question.
"Get an automobile," commanded
the district leader.
A speedy machine was brought
forth Into it tumbled ills bride-elect,
the district leader and Miss Jan
Fnetersan, theatrical song ..vriter.
"Get to Hammond quick," said the
district leader
Now, Hammond is ow. of the juris-
diction of the state of Illinois and the
laws which prohibit ihorediate re-
marriage of divorced persens does net
troithle the spirit of Ii-orteriond jus-
tices' dremne Anythinr enes with a
fee attached to it once the state line
Is crossed
As the machine whirled through
South Chiraen a entice man clicked
apea watch on the ear.
"That's the fastest act I've seen go
over the pike in some time," he
mused.
Then he halted the car. The car
did not see the tering in exactly the
aame
"It's a bride." called Milks Eastman
to the laureled policemen. "Her fath-
er is marsuing and if Yoe stop us you
will break tip the wedding."
The policeman agyeekii to let the ar-
rest go trunc pro 'nine end the auto-
mobile vans, seed sway tinder prom-
hie to get married and then cohre beck
and vet arrested.
*rustier W. A. Jordan had been no-
tified that the wedding nartv was on
the way. So had all of the police-
men. Farmers had tinoed ft off that
a fat thing in sneed limT fines was
on its way, apparently not knowing
where it was going All official eyes
got New looking for kite car.
After Mir. Howard and Miss Parr--
son had told the justice that they
were not fooling and r^ally meant it,
the bridal Party returned to the arms
of the law and a small fine for trying
to heat "father" over the state lisle.
After the fine had been paid the
car was beaded for Chicago and Mr
and Mrs. Howard went to SW-
hior street. where a home had been
fitted no for theltride and groom. A
wedding supper, was; served to a
party of friends.
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$3.50
FOR MEN & WOMEN
THE QUESTION OF PRICE IS
ALL A MATTER OF
QUAILTY.
A price that is high for some hoss
on how good the shoes are.
is low for others. It depends
THE REGENT
Is an economical shoe; We don' t make this stateinatrt to dupe eat
We know you'll say the same after t rying a pair of them. All the Isa's
and late only...
•
COCHRAN SHOE CO. 4
405 BROADWAY.
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTNER---TNAT'S QUALITY."
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, LlitbilitY, Steam Boller-
Ca m pbe 1 1 Block.
allies Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
wow 
NOW 111 The Time
IUD is The Place
306 BROADWAY
FREE CATALOG DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
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Money
bit"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
••••••••••••.•
Start Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Start You 
001••
$1 
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paybg rent Let on build the house; you pay -tor it as you
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots ou tha
proposed Car eStaa.10. en *road to union depot and on Allen
streets item $so to $350 each. 84 now on instalknont phut
while cheap. The Is the highest ground Is the city. Property b
anvancing rapidly.
WCRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
1 L llard b. ganders, Preis. ind lEgr- Phone Os.
for the Democratic Party. Be actors 
as young and as fell of the political
fires as he did when in congress. and SUBSCRIBEhas speaking doges all over Wainer; FOR THE RESISTER.
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TAKES ISSUE WITH "SLAVERY WAS NOT ANUNMITIGATED EVIL"
101=111.,
DR,JOIPH,WALSII
•••■•••••••••••••...
DR. ALLEN THINKS TUB
LOSIS CAN BE TRANSMiT
TED BY COWS.
'Louisville Health Officer Declares
Authorities Uphold That
Theory.
In regard to a statement made by
Dr. Joseph Walsh of Philadelphia,
who lectured Tuesday night on "Tu-
berculosis" at the Second Presbyte-
rian church, Dr. M: K. Allen, health
Officer, had much to say yesterday
al-ttrn000, bays the Louisville Oho-
.
• ald.
"Dr. Walsh's assertion that tuber-
culosis is not transmiesatle by cows,"
be said, "is merely the expression
of his individual opinion, which is
particularly unfortunate at this time,
a when we are endeavoring to secure
greater care and more regard for the
health of the herd from dairymen.
Sdiost of the great authorities agree
that it is so tansmitted, and several
years ago the theory was established
Incontrovertibly when coves were
killed at Lakeland and found to have
tuberculosis, which had been trans-
mitted by them.
"Besides, even though tuberculosis
were not to be so conveyed, it is ob-
• vious that the milk from such cattle
would not be in good condition, and
the idea of drinking it is not espe-
cially pleasant. If we have expan-
sive development of tubercular !c-
ations in the udders, the secretion of
milk must necessarily be affected. In
spite of what Dr. Walsh has said
the health department will continue
its efforts to prevent milk obtained
from cows infected with tuberculosis
being solid to Louisville people."
As James P. Edwards., who acted
as judge of the ordinance court sev-
eral months ago in place of Judge
McCann, declared at that time that the
present milk ordinance is unconstitu-
tional, Assistant Attorney Bensinger.
who represented the health depart-
ment in the ordinance court yesterday
afternoon, had the twelve cases based
on the ordinance passed until next
session of the iourt, as Judge Ed-
wards was sitting, and would have
dismissed them. The health depart-
ment is sonsiderably hampered be-
cause of the failure of the ordinance
court judge to sit regularly, and some
caste, which were begun last July
have yet to be disposed of.
(Continued From First Page.)
crease in your numbers. In a pastor-
ate of thirty years it has been my
sad duty to lay away in the cold but
generous earth the mortal remains of
a great company of,your comrades—
a noble company, indeed; it has been.
Of late years we have laid away Gens.
E. C. Walthall of Mississippi, J. B.
Gordon of Georgia, and Wade Hamp-
ton of South Carolina, a trio of Whom
indeed none need be ashamed. It
will not be long until the last sun will
have set on the living Confederate
soldier, to whom there can be no
oblivion, but I will not allow my-
self to let you die, without speedo-
ing of the good that ihas come to us,
your SOPS and datiohteso mit of th
years of your suffering and 'sacri-
fice.
All Not Lost.
"Sometimes in listening to speak-
ers I have felt that they would im-
press their audience that all was lost,
that we had nothing left from your
struggle and your sufferings. But
far be this from the truth. We have
much as an inheritance—an inheri-
tance richer far than the gold ot
Ophir, or the accumulated gem's of
earth. We have something from your
defeat.
"With the close of the war came
the close of the history of American
slavery. I stand here, the son of a
slave-holder, of whom I am not
ashamed. What shall come to the
negro out of emancipation? He must
answer, the future alone can tell;
but the last chapter pf American
slavery is written.
Slavery Not an Unmitigated Evil.
"It was not an unmitigated evil;
there wee much good in it to the ne-
gro. (1) It gave them a knowledge
of the methods of labor that their
race nowhere else possesses; (a) It
identified them in language and in
RELICS OF CONFEDERACY
DISCOVERED IN ST. LOUIS
St Louis, Oct. 13.—Workmen re-
modeling the Messick building at the
corner of Second and Madison streets,
which is soon to be Occupied by the
Saberac cafe came upon some inter-
esting relics of the Confederacy, yes-
terday, in the shape of two ancient
guns and a revolver. The firearms
were discovered in the fourth story
of the building, between the ceiling
and roof.
The three weapons discovered are
is a remarkable state of preservation
considering the time that they have
lain unused. The guns were singular-
ly free from rust and the bricklayer
who foiled and confiscated the re-
volver believes that it is still good for
• much service.
• The guns are undoubtedly relics of
the Confederacy. One, a musket, bears
the legend, "Harper's Ferry, 183,3,"
on its stock The other is a carbine,
.41 tit+ as was carried by the Southern
cavalry during the civil war. Gen.
Geo. W. Gordon, who happened
along shortly after the firearms were
found, disclosed an interesting bit
of local history in accounting for the
pretenoe of the guns in the building.
He says. that this building was used
as a meeting place by the disbanded
'soldiers of the Confederate army duto
ing the reconstruction days. Fear-
ing detection he thinks that these and
probably other firearms, since re-
moved, were concealed in the build-
ing.
The building where the old fire-
arms were found belongs to the es-
, $4. tate of William Messick, who died
In iftSo. Mr. Messick was a soldier
In the Confederacy, having served tin-
der Gen. Breckinridge, and the gtuis
probably belonged to him and were
Stored away in the building during
Isis lifetime. Hie children, who rur-
vive him, still own the building and
assert claim to the weapons and will
probably send them to the Confeder-
ate Historical society.
PROVES IT BY KISS.
with your sons, may attain to the
highest culture in ail the arts and sci-
ences. No son of a Confederate sol-
dier who knows southern history will
ever discount the ability of Southern
women to do. and to suffer.
Our Inheritance.
"Again, we have -received as an
inheritance the example of your cour-
age—a courage which has not been
surpassed in the battles of six thous-
and years. I shall not analyze it
but it had one element in it worthy
of perpetual remembrance. The cour-
age of the Southern soldier made him
unwilling to take undue advantage of
his enemy. (This was. illustrated.)
Let the Old Flag Never Perish.
"The old flag is furled, never to be
unfurled. It will float never again
over a proud and hopeful people, but
let it be preserved. It stands to us
for the courage of Davis and Lee
and Jackson and Johnston and Pope
and a thousand officers more, and for
Cae courage of tl.e dead who sleep in
unmarked. graves. Let us forever
honor their memories; let the old
flag never perish. May the eons and
daughters of a great Southland, in
all the emergencies of life, emulate
the example of your courage. While
the granite hills of Tennessee and
Georgia stand and the valleys of the
Old Dominion are guarded by her
mountains, and the waters of the Mis-
sissippi roll toward the sea, so long
will courage of the Southern soldiers
live in the hearts of our people.
Example of the Southern Soldiers.
"Again, as an inheritance, we have
your example in the midst of your
defeat. You returned to your homes
—no, the place where you once lived
—to find your 'home burned, nothing
but the ashes and charred remains to
tell where it once stood; your fields
wasted and your stock gone. Many
of you possessed nothing save the
clothing which you wore on your bod-
ies. The fair maidens which you left
you found inured to toil, the hands
hardened by -die loom, the shuttle and
the spinniug wheel. The accumula-
tion of generaeons was as if it had
never been; but, sweeping the hori-
dress with the greatest race on earth son with an eye of hope, and baring
—the Anglo-Saxon English-speaking your bosom to the future, the war
,people. with its horrors was forgotten, while
(3) It gave them a knowledge of you addressed yourself to the rebuild-
the one God and His worship that no ing of the waste places. More than
African tribe has leirned in the cen- two billions of property had been tak-
turies of its barbaric freedom. en, for which you received nothing
Effects of Emancipation. in return. Ten years followed, more
"But, whatever may have been or trying than the four yeare of blood-
shall be the effect of emancipation shed and war, but I will not speak
upon the American negro, the utter of them. Would to God they could
bannihilation of slavery in this faire blotted from the memories of men!
land has made it possible for Oils na- How well you have done your part
tion and the Southland as well, o let all arund us answer. Your homest 
have been rebuilt, your schools andtake an honored place among the na-
tions of the earth ionever could have your church altars re-established,
taken while holding in unwilling ser. your children have been educated and
hvitude by law a single living being. ave gone forth to take their places
"Again, it has enabled us to value in all the departments of this great
character separated from environ- g'rerrymen't
ev D elopment of the South Due tonients as we were not able to do in
the days of Southern lords. The South's Soldiers.
"And this, too, without the aid ofSouth has been remarkably free from
any tribe from afar. What has beenthe 7os tof possession. Today we do
not ask so much, 'What does he done has been accomplished by yourpos-
sess? but 'Who is he? Throughout industry, frugality and ..,elf-deniat
Whether ithis whole Southland appreciation of for our weal or woe, I an 
men is bawd on character, and char- not here to say, but the South has
acter more than all else. had no great influx by foreign immi-
gration. Neither has it been nernm-Tribute to Southern Women. plished by the aid of a national treas-
New York, Oct. i3.-.--Elliott F.
Shepard; who ran over with his auto
and killed a man who got in his road,
in the Vanderbilt Cup race last Satur-
day, went to the French steamer La
Tourraine to bid Ms wife bon voyage
yesterday. He avill follow Mrs
Shepard to France few weeks.
Mr. Shepard was asked if his wife
was going to France before taking
action for divorce ,Mr, 5hepard
StOileth
"You can deny that for me," he
said _Mr, Shepard stepped over to
hie wife and kissed her where she
Meod an the steamer's deck.
"Again, we have received as an in- ury.
heritance from that struggle, a right 
"I am glad to say that the South,
apprechtion of Southern .wornanhooi as a whole, ha' never been the friendWhen the biast of war was sounded, of a paternal government. You havethere lived lore a queenly company not only enabled your children to takeof women, unaccustomed to self-de- a front rank in the march of the
nisi, hardeeip or toil, but elegant in mighty progress of this age, but youall the refinement of ante-bellum have expended one hundred and fiftyculture. These bid adieu to hus . millions of dollars in elevating theband, to son, to sweetheart and seven millions of negroes who findfriend, and turned into their homes their homes in this Southland
and parlors, not knowing what they (gain, we have received as an in-had done More then half a century heritance your example as law-abid-
of most undisturbed peace had made ing citizens. Through all thege years
our people ignorant of the horrors of of trial and intense provocation thewar. Not many suns, however, had Southern soldier has been a law-abol-risen and set before it dawned, upon ing citizen.
them that courage and fortitude, Not Leaders of Mobe.mental activity and physical effort "Rarely, if ever, has the old soldierwere as much needed in the old plan- led a mob. Well do I remensber theirtation home as upon the battlefield, efforts to allay their fury and wellamid the roar of cannon and the toils might it be so, for the security of anyof war. I shall not rehearse the people must be found in their obedoscenes of those days; it is no part of ence to the law. To deserve the pro-my purpose. But what came to " tection of law we must obey law.out of them? Out of those days there in my pastorate, from place towas woven for the brow of South- place, I have found the Southernern womanhood a crown far richer soldier the lover of God and a woe-than on of silver or gold or the gems shiper at his altar. Well nigh beforeof earth. The glory and the suffer- his own home was rebuilt, he had re-ing of Shiloh and Manassas and newed neglected churches and rebniltVicksburg and a thousand other bate her altars. The beautiful churchestlefields shall Lave faded from the that adorn this land are but noun-
memory of men before your sons ments of their love to God and theirwill cease to bow with reverence at fidelity to Him. Rarely, indeed, havethe shrine of ennobled Southern wo- I found a soldier that was not him-
manhood. Fotever accursed be the self a worshiper at God's altar.
memory of that Man who dares to The Country Reunited
suggest that woman is an intruder "Brethren, the past is forever pastin any of the walks of our .bmy life. —and we are a reunited people. TheHow well you appreciated her course old flag waves over a great and pros-during those eveetful days is shown perous nition. Reunited for con-by what you have done for her wel, quest, but not the conquest of land,fare and development. School after
school and college after college hat
been erected, that .he mien be taughtin all laming, not simply to finger
the piano, however desirable 'and
beautiful that may be, or with 'rush
and paint to put on canvas nature's
best expressions of the beautiful, but
to know and to be able to do those
things that make her independent
in ail the walks of life.
First Woman's College Built in South
"It may here be said that the first
college, that ever gave_ a litezuryAi-
plomn to ti eatrtiier—vior—ittinhvii belt
and now stands on Southern soil.
Your universities have been opened
so that your daughters, side by side to this last, great battle. may you
ALL ABOUTA
COMPLETED
WOODEN BRIDGE TORN AWAY
FROM CALDWELL
STREET
A Fence Will be Constructed Along
the Edge to Prevent Anyone from
Drivino Over Embankment.
The force working under Street In-
spector Alonzo Elliott has torn away
the wooden bridge, that spanned the
deep hollow where the concrete arch
was constructed and then filled over
with dirt, on Caldwell street near the
Union depot. Contractor Bridges
built the culvert out of concrete down
in the bed of the creek, while on top
of it was .'eposited the dirt by the
street department of the city. The
dirt is up level with the street
and the wooden bridge removed leav-
ing only the spreading of tbe
gravel on the dirt to be done.
The fill at top is thirty feet in
width, but it will probably be made
wider yet, as thirty feet is not
enough. The board of works will de-
cide whether to widen it or not.
On tearing away the old bridge the
posts at side of the street were left
so planks could be nailed to thou
and a fence constructed to prevent
peoole from driving over the side of
the embankment, in the dark.
:UAN CEBALLOS
TALKS OF SILVEIRA
the conquest of principle. This na-
tion is set for the elevation and free-
dom of all men. We desire the isl-
ands of the sea only, that we may
put underneath them the strong arms
of a great government, and lift them
nearer to God and into the light of in-
dividual liberty. This nation, with its
already broad area, can desire nmre
territory for that and that albne, My
brothers, the last great battle of 404th
will soon be fought. . I see none
among you whose hair is not marked
tFie, presence of that last great en-
eitriy, unprepared. Did you ever lois))
into battle unarmed, unequipped? In-
New York, Oct. 13.—For the first
time juice the announcement of the
failure, Juan Ceballos, 'senior mem-
ber of the fic.n of J. Mi. Ceballos
Co., broke his silence regarding Sil-
veira and the failure. Of Silveira
he said:
"All be was in the world I made
him. I trusted him and he betrayed
my confidence."
Mr. Ceballos denien the stories cir-
culated that his firm had bought war-
rants for claims in the last Cuban
war for from 6 to to points on the
dollar. He said all he had purchased
from Silveira he had paid So, Els and
95 cent's on the dollar for. Mr. Ce-
ballos gave as his opinion that Sil-
veira was in Venezuela or on his way
to that country.
The first intimation of the trouble
vhich led to an investigation and the
consequent assignment of J. M. Ce-
ballos dr So. came through a letter
which Silveira wrote to his friends in
the ctiban capital according to infor
mation given out here today. It is
said Silveira left the letter with friends
of his lin Havana. saying frankly
that he did not intend to come to New
York.
This letter was not made public
until October 7. five days after Sil-
veira and his family had sailed from
Havana on the steamer Carmelina.
It was two days later, it is said. wher
a cablegram containing the news came
from Harms 125 the oft* oi Gasa,
los' attorney here, and another day
elapsed before the cablegram was
translated.
In New York the news was closely
guarded until after the stock exchange
had closed, and then the announce-
ment was made in a formal state-
ment.
GERMS IN WHISKERS.
Veterinarians Would Have Clean
Shaven Dairymen.
Wt-IERE DID YOU BUY
YOUR PIANO? 
at
Balwin s
They Make Thew
W. T. Miller;::
Selected This
He and His Brother Base a Large New Stook at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN. TUNER.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity
OHMS PHONE 04-a RES PHONE 3aak
The Oldest Continuous Honest
1 ..mt4attintOrt=112:1=V•PAWN BROKERDoing business in the city. Money LoanedOn All Valuables.I. COHENtoiS SOUTH SECOND.
Guy Nance. Lee Nance, M. Nance, Embakser
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White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 13.—The
Southern California Veterinary Asso-
ciation has declared war on bewhisk-
ered dairymen. If it has its way
caretakers, milkers and nilk deliver-
ers in this country will have to go
clean-ehaven.
In a paper read before the associa-
tion last night by L. W. Young. City
Veterinarian, whiskers were de—
nounced as the favorite abiding plasief.
of germs. Legislation was demand-
ed to force who handle food to
dispense with "microbe harboring
parks'' on the chin. Long experience
in making the rounds of dairies has
taught Dr. Young, he declared, that
germs thrive on farms where milkers
wear whiskers. The association ap-
proved the paper.
STEAL ROLLER NEAR POLICE
Thieves Take Twelve Tons From
Side of Officers' Headquarters.
Terre Haute, Ind., Oct. 13.—A road
roller weighing twelve tons was stol-
en from the side of the police head-
quarters end found. loaded on a flat-
car in the railroad yards. No ar-
rests have been made
Phonc• New 334. 01(1.699
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Open Day and Nick
INSURE WITH`—mmeo-
L. L. BEBOUT
go clad in all the armor of God and
cleansed by the power of his great
spirit andbe received as the very
bride ;of Christ.
The Final Bivouac
"Mhy it be the pleasure of all of
you of Oitch your tents on the green
hills of God's eternal home and be
the companions of God, and of angels
1/ffrfinrftlfetffed ortiatth, era
talk as it may please you of the things
of this lower life. To each th You be
the blessings eta great God?'
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P. D..FITZPATRICK. SUPT
Fitst Arab (after spelling out ad-
vertisement of cekbrated pill)—Hi,
144•Prid3Prwenither -yer ir
that feeling of ftillsess after eating?
Second Arab—I'd like that feeling
fust.--Pubeh.
Sicily furnishes So per cent of the
world's prodnetion of sulphur--about,
:tiftviroryasenr
ian law all the Sicilia. sulphur com-
panies have been forced to form a
trust.
1
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Gambling.
Many goal sermons have been
preached in this city, but the most
powerful and :that which is likely ,to
be far-reaching 'in its effects, was de-
livered-Sunday tnight by Rev. C. M.
Thompson, pastior of the First-Bap-
tist church, the subject, ."gambling."
An extract of Rev. Thompson's ad-
dress is given a first page position
in th's. issue.
Rev. Thompson and Rev. J. N.
Newell, pastor, of the Broadway
Methodist church, have done much
for the citt--2:more,  probably, than
any other two men. They are two
ministers who are not afraid to liter-
ally "speak out in meeting," and
their warfare against vice and crime
has the commendation of every lover
of good morals and civic decency.
11ev. Thmpson's sermon needs noomment—it speaks for itself in Clar-
ion :ones—but there is one thought
Anat will strikk every sum and wo-
,fi paan who heard. the address or who
..,
...reads the account in today's Regis-
',het sad that is thiat'
A minister, by virtue of his pro-
..
tifession has much less opportunity to
leairn of the existence of gambling
"places.
- • Those who frequeut such places or
•11.).‘
now of their existence would hard-
lv impart their knowledge to a mm-
:ter of the Gospel.
Now, if a preacher can, and as Mr.
Thompson says has, located six of
the gambling hells, why is it that
those wtOse duty it is to locate such
lawless resorts have not done so, and
if they Save, WHY HAVE THEY
NOT pEEN SUPPRESSED?
Sam
••
The news of
Rev. Saar Jones
great sorrow in
viid*d "here many times, and has
donee, grNit good for the community.
He. had many warm friends here who
really itel a sorrow Akio to that of
the loss_ of a relative.
The Nashville Banner, speaking of
Rev. Jones' death, says:
"In the death of Rev. Samuel Por-
ter Jones, reported from Perry, Ark.
today, there has passed out of life
one of the most striking and unique
characters of the present centory. He
was only so years of age, and had
teem in the ministry thirty-four years,
eight years of this time being spent
in regular pastorates in North
teoirgia. and in this brief- porkkl• of
lift perhaps he had conducted more
refivals, preached and delivered more
lecture. than any othertAtap of .hin
calling In the United States.
"He first became noted as4iti evan-
gelist in thi great revival he held un-
der a tent on the corner of Broad-
way and Eighth. Avenue; this city
some twenty-two years ago's-He had
previously held revivals, but in .-this
one he achieved the most distinctive
success and his fame became "vroild-
wide.
"Mr. Jones' miethoils of conducting
revivals were. pe.‘qulisinilt He
could and did se/things in the 'course
of his sermons which would have
been severely condemned in other
men. He himself, it is true, called
down criticism from Certain quarters,
but this never seemed', to phase the
Irian.. It only spurred him on,,
"Among his chief ebaegcteristics
Jones.
the death of
was received with
this city. He has
Wisiiialiweeweeemoises • 
were his fearless denursaestsa of so- tutesIa assliitih we 'hail more or less
cial evils, his wOnderful 'power over difficulty, bat we hove. not always
mien, and.his tireless energy,. had smooth sailing and an open sea."
"As a preacher Mr. Jones stood in
a class all alone. He had many imi-
tators, but no equals. He could
sway great crowds QS no other man
in modern times has been able to do.
His sermons, as a rule, were made up
in short, terse paragraphs, rich with
humor and oft commonplace illustra-
tious; then again he was eloquent and
his 'wonderful flow of language was
inspiring. In Nashville it needed no
planned advertising for Mr. Jones, all
that was needed was the single an-
nouncement that he would preach to
fill the Ryman Auditorium to over-
flow."
Have You Had Any Failures?
This question was asked of George
,•
T. Angell, presiefent of the American
Humane isiociety, inoso account of his
life published in a Detroit paper.
His answer was in substance that
he could not think o'f any, the motto
of his life being "Nil desperandum"
("Never despair"), but he has had
quite a number of adventures which
might have been failures. Continu- press and commercial bodies of the
Frain Pittsburg to Cairo.
This is the cry all through the
Oh: s valley, says the Louisvale Her-
ald. The recent declarations of large
political assemblies in this direction
have done much to give the move-
ment new impetus., The Upper Mis-
sissippi River Improvement conven-
tion now in sessiontin St. Paul, and
the Portsmouth, 0., convention, to
be held October 17 and 18, will ren-
der excellent service to the cause of
river improvement.
We have the greatest country in
the world. No European country
equals this intextent or in inventive
genius. No European river is com-
parable with the Ohio. Not even the
largest European river drains a ter-
ritory as rich in soil, minerals or
manufactured poduct as the Ohio.
But our country does not, in ex-
penditure for canals, hold _its own,
side by side with large and resource-
ful European countries. The Prussian
government has appropriated $71,403,-
coo for the remodeling of the old ca-
nal between Stettin and Berlin. The
German capital are enthusiastic overing, he said: the enterprise.
"The first time we addressed the France has, since 1890, expended onState Teachers' association of Mas- canals and on the canalization of hereuhusetts (it was at Worcester) our rivers a total of $97,c00saao. Of thatsubject was thought to be of so little vast sum $12,000,000 has been spentimportance that only a few minutes on the Seine alone. The American
was allotted to us at 9 o'clock in the consul at Rouen testifies to the re-evening of the last dae of the con- suite: "One -remarkable feature ofvention, when, as the teachers were the 'lower Seine navigation is' theabout to put on their hats and coats, regularity and speed. of transporta-the president announced that we tion. In this regard tnere are boats
wanted to speak a few minutes on between Paris and Rouen which corn-truelty to Animals,' and, the teach- pete with the railviays."
ers, being pretty well tired out, re- If the Seine is thus a rate regulatorceived the announcement with an al- why not make the Ohio so?
most universal shout of laughter. We 
'The St. Paul Pioneer
-Press, speak-stepped onto the platform and said ing of the Ohio, states that thi in-that although the work was at pres- creased' traffic now floated on its bos-ent new, I‘e had already had the om is "one of those concrete factspleasure of addressing some very im- which indicate that river commerceportant audiences in our. own coun- is by no means a thii g of the past."try and Europe, but had never met Given an equal growth of populationwith just such a rveception before. We in the upper Mississippi valley assaid, 'You have been talking about compared with that along the Ohio,Agassiz this evening,,the great teach- and the demands ofrihe fcnmer riverer whose metre looms above all oth- for the floatage of a great variety ofer teachltre, like Mount Washington cheap products will he equally greatamong iitletfins. Perhaps you are 
"The river will not merely hi," saysnot aware Atiest Agassiz was a firm the Pioneer
-Press, "a regulator ofbeliever. tote form of immortality rate charges—it would be a grandfor t1ielS4et4e2tures. Perhaps you auxiliary to the railroads."are not aware that hundreds of thous--
ands of cattle, sheep and other ani-
mals are taken out of our cattle trains
every year dead.pr 4n dying condition,
and that any gentleman or lady in
this ha Il is liable on any day of the
year tei'be eating the poisonous meat
of these suffering cretatures, and that
the only effective remedy is to go
down to the roots and teach kind-
ness to animals in all our public
schools.' There was no more laugh-
ter. e hearly an hour. Not
a person le t his or her seat till the
close. Then they flocked around us
and told us that it was the most im-
portant tnatter that had come before
the convention, and the superintend-
ent of the Worcester public schools
wrote out secretary that he never
heard a man say so Much in the same
length of time in his whole lifts as we
said that night.
"Another adventure was when 'we
sat through the whole convention of
the great 'Rock River Methodist con-
ference at Chicago and finally secured
a whole evening to tell them how on
the long summer days, when the
church bells were ringing., and the
people were gathering to pray for
God's mercy, tens of thousands of
cattle-and Other animals were stand-
'ng in those great stock yards with-
in sight of those church spires and
sound of those Sabbath bells, from
Saturday night until Monday morn-
ing without one drop of water. At
the close of our address we received
a unanimous standing vote of thanks
from the whole audience, filling the
floor and the fiRlleriec
"A third adventure was at the bi-
ennial Unitarian conference at Sara-
toga, where at the previous confer-
ence it was impossible for us to get
a hearing. We determined that at
this next conference we would speak
to about a thousand Unitarians gath-
ered from all parts of our country
and though the committee decided
that they could not give us a morent
of time, the committee was Aver-
ruled. We carried out our plan suc-
cessfully, were thanked by many of
our audience and invited to speakfrom several Unitarian pulpits, in one
pf which, at Washington, D. C., we
had the pleasure of adeqessing some
time later a very large and•iinportant
audience.
"A fourth wee at the (great Mary-land Evangelical Stusday school con-
vention held at Baltimore. Every
seat in floor and gallery was filled,
probably two hundred clergymen onthe platform and' no
-entrance exceptby ticket,. They refused to give to
us one minute to speak of the im-portance of teaching kindness to ani-
mals in the Sunday schools. of Mary-land, but as told in our 'Autobio-graphical Sketches,' Dwight L.Moody put us onto the platform inthe 'seat reserved for himself andgave us a chance to tell our story to
an audience which could not havebeen more attentive if we hadleen an
angel ,from Heaven instead of only
,an Angell from Boston.
"We mutt eneSti211...c4ket
• •.
iiir•••-•*•11,
• " fo'
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Lawyers Not Doing Their Duty.
Era W. lit Lew*. dean o
law school of thellniversity of n-
,: ;ithen
sylvania, thinips dellawyers of the
country are not doing their duty. lit
a recent address he said:
"The two fatal words, "uncertainty"
"delay," are interwoven in all our
methods of doing legal business The
practical result of our antiquated sys-
tems in the complicated conditions
of our eociall and business life would
disgrace the early part of the nine-
teenth century, when practically all
business was performed in a cumber-
some way. But to a modern busi-
ness man, accustomed to modern and
efficient methods of dispatching busi-
ness, the delays and uncertainties of
our administration of the la% have
become intolerable, they at the tame
time affording o sure refuge to the
unscrupulous. In view of the just
reputation of our peopls for .quick-
ness and efficiency, this grotesque
condition of the tackninistration ofjustice would be laughable if it were
not so serious.
"The absurdities of the adminis-
tration of our criminal law have al-
lowed the hysteria which exists in a
more or less positive form in every
community to find outward expressionin the crime of lynching. 
-The delays
of the civil law, tending to deprive
the economically wealc of justice, havebeen a potent factor in- creating that
widespread disrespect for law and di'.trust of courts which rend'er'- it in-
creasingly difficult for us to meet
the new and complicated problems of
our social life
'Though theoanswers to the test ofthe way in whkh the legal professionis performing its service to our com-
munities are not all unfavorable, tak-
en ae a whole the word failure pre-dominates.
"Disguise it as we may, the legal
Pfofession is not achninistering jus-tice with efficiency.""
The Saloon Law Violators Must Go.
(Vicksburg H er al d . )
The Herald desires to place. its in-dorsement upon the position of Chief
of Police Price, in' bringing safoiht Vi-
olators of the law to punishment. Ashe states, his method of procuring
evidence is according to precedent,
and the only way to secure proof ofguilt. No tood citizen—no matt, witha due appreciation rof the viees that
are bred by the "dives"—is going to
condemn the means necessary to at-tain the end of punishment of the
saloon keeper; when he oversteps thelaw. The good citizens -of Vicksburgare thankful that the time has come
when the city officials show earnest
zeal in this purpose. And. we_kbelievethat this feeling is shared by lbe-lia-lopn keepers that obey the la?, aad
observe the requirements of public
opinion for decent, orOrly houses. '
bortni—elnoutd "Mfg
full support td Chief of Police Price
in his efforts against saloon ,viola-
tions. Cities and towns of the South
have been too tolerant of licens:d
abuses in the past. The demoraliza-
tion and tendency to which
dives have brect, among tis negro
population has be too long ignored.
It has -been the rule to grant saloon
petitions as matter of course, or mat-
ter of right; to anybody and to do
businees anywhere. The bloody les-
sons in Atlanta and Mobile have com-
pelled consideration of othe-question-
of checking negro criminality. And
all thought has turned to the saloon
dive as the one sure point of attack.
That their contribution teethe volume
of assault and .murder is heavy, no
one denies. Aroused to action, the
Atlanta city government has done
what all should do; promptly revoked
every license of places that were no-
torious rendezvous of disorderly ne-
groes, or against which there were
well-grounded complaints.
SOX, WORLD'S
CHAMPIONS
AMERICANS WIN OVER THE
NATIONALS BY SCORE
OF 14 TO 7.
Over Nineteen Thousand witness
Game — Five Thousand
Turned Away.
Chicago, October 15.—In the
deciding gtme of the series yes-
terday afternoon, before 19,249 de-
lirious fans, they rudely jerked Mor-
decai Brown from his pedestal as the
best pitcher in the National League
and tossed him up on the shelf, where
they put Reulbach and Pfiester Satur-
day.
Before the second inning was over
Comiskey's "hitless wonders" had
made eight hits off the three-fingered
miner, of which two v. .re two-
baggers. He couldn't have ,von if he
had had six fingers on his ii.tclung fin
the way the South Siders went after
him and he joined Taylor. Lundgren,
Reulbach and a few substi:utes siting
glonaily on the bench.
Seven runs were assemliled by the
White Sox before Mr. Brown was tin.
canned and in the eighth inning they
grabbed off another just to be sure.
Overall, who was first aid to the in-
Jared, yielded up six more hits to the
sluggers andr wlfen the game was done
the Cubs had gathered only three
runs from seven -hits off Dr. White.
Five 'Thousand Turned Away.
The spectacular feateres of the
game were much the same as those
furnished by the big West Side crowd
Saturday, although there was no live
stock. exhibition. The chickens and
bears were all barred at the gates and
so some five thousand Indians who
arrived at the lot after 1 o'clock.
Comiskey and Murphy having decid-
ed that, they had as much money in
the box office as they wanted, stopped
the sale of general admission tickets
an hour and half before the game
began.
Those who were tursod away had
the advantage over tho.e who got in
on one point—they could go back
home and eat their Ss'iday dinners
while the 19,000 faithful who bulged
out the fences of Commy's park dined
off sandwiches or went hungry until
the championship was decided.
There was a band in ,he yard, too,
which cheered the spirits of the din-
nerless but happy rooter It was not
hired for the 'ivake of the Cubs—it
was a volunteer organiiation that sat
in a box and tooted "Marching
Through Georgia" every time there
was a lull in the cheering.
The score:
Amer 
 3 4 0 0 0 0 0
 
 o 0 o 1 0
Batteries—White and
Brown, Overall and Kling
Summary.
Left on buses, Americans 9, Na-
tionals 9; two base hits, Schulte, Da-
vis, Donohue, Overall and Evers;
hits, off Brown 8, in 1-2-3 innings;
off Overall, 6 'n 6 1-3 innings; sac-
rifice hits Scheckard and Jones;
stolen bases, Rohe; double plays,
Davis and Donohue; struck out, by
Overall 2, by White 3; hit with ball,
Chnnce; time, 1:55; umpires, O'Lough-lin and Johnstone.
Statistics of Worlds Championship
Series.
Total attendance at games ....99,845
Total receipts of games....$1o6,s}o.00
Each club's share .-........3o;246.65
Nat;onal Commission's share 10,655.00
Players' share 33.401.70
*Each winning player 1,253.10
*Bach losing player 41710
*Figuring on a division among
tsvnty players.
Last Year's World Series.
Total attendance 91,633Tpcal receipts $68405.00
x-R 14 3
o 1-3 7 o
HE
Sullivan;
MAY EARL SELLS FOR
S11.00oAT. LEXINGTON.
Lexington, Ky., Oct r5 —Jo4n
Stewart, of this city, has sold to C.
E Brownell, of termington, W. Va,
the five-year-old bay mare May Earl
14 San HOtta,_darkityriielineat..Ceg-
rsideration, IPSO. ;kit, ,
.)e's
•
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SENATOR MUMMY SPOKE
TO ABOUT a 1,0004PEOPEE
LARGE AUDIENCE GREETED D ISTINGUISHED SENATOR LASTLIGHT AT THE KENTUCKY OPERA HOUSE WHERE HE DE-LIVERED AN ADDRESS FOR NEARLY TWO HOURS—TODAIEIS THE SUPPLEMENTAL EZOISTRATION, THE POLLS OP-ENING AT 6 O'CLOCK THIS MORNING AND CLOSING TO-
-NIGHT-AT s. O'CLOCK.
United States SenitOr James
McCreary last evening at The Ken-
tucky spoke to a crowd of -about
limo. in the interest of his candidacy
for the democratic nomination to
succeed himself in the United States
senate. He commenced his talk
shortly after 8 o'clock and continued
until shortly In fore to o'clock, mak-
ing a very favo:able impression upon
his audience, whish numbered several
hundred more than the crowd that
greeted Governor Beckham when the
latter addressed the Paducah people
two weeks since. The senator cover-
ed his career and compared it with
that of Governor Beckham. Judge
Reed introduced the senator, while
old Confederate soldiers occupied
seats on the stage complimentary
to Senator McCreary who is a sur-
vivor of the Lost Caus'e. A large
number of ladies were in the audis
ence, in fact more than were present
when the governor was here.
This morning Senator McCreary
goes down to Murray where he
speaks at to o'clock, while this after-
noon he talks at Benton. He comes
back to Paducah tonight at 8:30
BIG MASONIC
GATHERINGS
HUNDREDS ASIMMBLING AT
LOUISVILLI FOR SES-
SION.
Mr. Samuel K. %/sash, ol Carlisle
Succeeds James Crarnett as Grand
Master for State.
Messrs James E. Wilhelm, 'Fred
Acker and others left yesterday for
Louisville to attend the grand lodge
meeting of Masons. Mr. H. W. Hillsie the delegate to the grand council,
but being unitile•tO leave his place is
taken by Mr. I. 0. Walker who left
this morning to participate. Dis-
patches yesterday from Louisville
stated:
"Samuel b. Vetch, of Carlisle, will
become GrandlAaster of the Grand
Lodge of Kentucky Masons at the
annual session which begins here to-
morrow. Mr. 'each will succeed
James Garnet,. of Columbia whojoins the list of past grand masters.
-- In accordance with the custom of
promotions henry P. Barrett, of
Henderson, will succeed Mr. Veach
as deputy grand waster, and Virgil
P. Smith, of Somerset, will become
grand senior warden. The chief con-
test of the session will be for grand
junior warden as this is the office
which leads to grand master This
and the other officers are elective.
The present officers of the grand
lodge ate James Garnett, Columbia,
grand master; Samuel K. Veach, Car-
lisle. deptay grand master; Henry P.
Barnett, If ender son, grand senior
warden; Virgil P. Smith Somerset.
grand junior.. warden; John H.
Leathers, Louisville. grand treasurer;
Henry B. Grant. Louisville, grand
secretary; James Albert Hodges,
Louisville, assistant grand secretary,
the Rev. J. P. Scrugge, Columbia,
grand chaplain; W. R. Johnston, Leb-
anon, gr0d senior deacon; Dave
Jackson 7.4rulon, grand junior dea-
con; Johrt Seward, Greenup, grand
marshal; V. P. Jones. Burksville,
grand sword bearer; If. L. Iglehart,
Uniontown, grand pursuivant. H. H.
Erdman Louisville, grand tyier.
Masons are already arriving for the
session. Sessions of the grand lodge
and the grand council will be held at
the same time:.
DRINKS SOLD AT
MOST ALL BARS
Still the Chief of Police Did Not Re-
ceive a Complaint of Violation of
the Sunday Closing Law,
Louisville, Oct. t5.—Chief of Po-
lice Gunther said today that he had
received no complaint's of violation of
the law prohibiting the sale of in-
toxicating liquors on the Sabbath.
Nevertheless the lid was given an-
other tilt yesterday, and booze wai
sold openly in nearly every bar 'n
the city.
A bunch of saloons opened for bus-
iness at 5 a. m. but the majority of
those affilitated witk the Mutual
Protective Association did not open
until I p. m., but the^barkeepers in
those places did not refuse to eell
beer and whisky "when requested by
a customer.
Mrs. Lloyd W. Boswell is visiting
in Fulton. =
Miss Ida Levy of Owensboo, is
visiting her Attar gro.- 'stab Laft,;
who is ill
1-
o'clock and goes on to Kuttawa to-
morrow morning to deliver an ad-.
dress there. From that city he pro-
ceeds to different towns over the
commonwealth his campaign engag-
ing brA attention until election day
Nirrealber 6th. I 4f.
Following and before the speaking
hist night the senator held informal
receptions at The Palmer where
many called to see him.
Register Today.
Today is the supplemental registra-
tion day in this city and all those-
who did not get to register two weeks
ago, have the opportunity to do so
today. Those who do not register can
not participate in the coming general
election or state democratic primary.
The Polls open this morning at 6
o'clock do not close until 9 o'clock
night, these hour's being sufficient to-
give everybody time to register.
The same officers who held the
regular registration two weeks ago
will have charge today. Today's
work is paid for by the city, while
cut of the state treasury comes the
money for the regular reg;Oration.
INTERESTING •
SERVICES
WEEK OF PRAYER AND SELF
DENIAL SERVICES WELL
ATTENDED.
Yesterday the Church Ladies Com-
menced Their Cookings at
Rhodes-Buford--Church Notes.
The first of the -Week of Prayer
and Self-Deniar meetings was held
yesterday,afternoon at the Broadway--
Methodist church by the Women's
Home hil,jasion society of that congre-
gation. "Immigration"' was discerned
ender leadership of Mrs. J. K Greer.
Marry ladies were WI attendance and
spent a most profitable afteanoon
Mrs. E. R. Cunningham will be the
leader today, with subject for discus-
sion of: "Work of The Home Mts.
sin Society for Foreigners"
Church Cooking'.
The two weeks of "cookings- by
the church lathes of this city at the
Rhodes-Burford establishment on
North Fourth street Were begun yes-
terday by the Ladies Guild of Grace
Episcopal church, who had charge the
first day. They did a good liminess,
many cake., cookies, etc., being sold.
Today the Ladies Aid society of the
Third street Methodist church will •
have charge.
Rescue Mirada&
Union Rescue Mission, 431 South
Third street, Paducah Ky.—We _take
this means of thanking all those who
have contributed to the support of
this work in the interest of the poor ,
for the last eight years, and kindly
solicit interest by others for its con-
tinuance and success. We are in debt
fifty dollars, and kindly ask ten in-
dividuals to give us $5 a piece, win(
which to liquidate the same. We
have many calls for clothing by the
poor, please call 1073, old 'phone and
we will gladly come and receive your
offerings of money. provisions, cloth-ing, fuel, and anything that can he
used in the household. We have iwo
sprightly boys, 9 and 12 year. oil,
and we desire to place them in good
country homes. All made welcome
at nur meetings 7:30 p. m.
R. W. and MRS, IDA B. CHILES.
Visiting Ministers.
Rev. Alexander Lindsay of Flem-
ing:burg, Ky., filled the pulpit Sun-
diay -morning and evening at the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church while
the pulpit of the First Pres-
byterian charch was filled morn-
ing -and evening by Rev. Snedecor of
Tuscalcosa, Ala. Both delivered
strong and impressive sermons, and
left yesterday for their homes.
Children's Day.
A sup/ ogram will be rendered
next Sunday at the Broadway Metho-
disi tabuseit,,where Children's Day ex-
ercises will be held.
Mr. J. 'H. Evans, the jewler, of
Dyersbniii, Term, wis here yester-
day.
Mr. GeOrge
from Meridian,
beef) pressman
-atat'teliker
Mt and
reverted fr
Cabell has returned
Miss., where he has
for the new daily paper
Ilalter Vaughan have
ontgorierv. W. Va.,
wilfert they teft the Heck timikald,
'../earinpeny, with whicis they -IfeetiN4-
this stunner.
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THE TELEPHONE CONTROVERSY
TO ADJUST LIMN
COUNCIL GIVES CITY SOLICIT OR AND HON. HAL S. CORBETT
.SUPREME AUTHORITY T 0 SETTLE THE CONTENTION
BETWEEN CITY AND PRIVATE CORPORATION—COUNCIL
REFUSED TO IMPROVE CAL DWELL STREET EXTENSION • •
UNTIL PROPERTY IS DEDICATED—FINAL ADOPTION OF
ORDINANCE SUBMITTING WATER CONTRACT TO VOTE 
 
OF THE PEOPLE—MUCH BUSINESS LAST NIGHT.
The council last evening gave cOM-
plete authority to Attorney Hal S.
Corbett and City Solicitor James
Campbell, Jr., to - .ole the con-
troversy which has existed between
the municipal government and East
Tennessee Telephone company for a
number of years, wherein the city
. 
claims the company is operating il-
legally in this city without a. muni-
cipal franchise entitling them to do
business, while the corporation con-
tends it has a perpetual grant from
the state legislature. The matter is
now in the courts, and the council
at request of the city solicitor, krant-
ed this permission to settle. The
• solicitor stated to the board that tele-
phone concern's lawyer had said he
would meet the city solicitor and Mr.
Corbett "half way" in compromising
and adjusting the Ftigation, provided
the city lawyers were given full
Outlhority to act.
The telephone company never had
a city franchise, despite the fact it
has done business here for yews.
Months *no the-city government filed
a suit in the circuit court, to oust the
• telephone company from doing busi-
ness Isere arithout the franchise. This
suit has never come to trial, and pond-
4 ing it the telephone concern. last
spring got out an injunction in the
United States court, restraining the
municipality from interfering with its
business. Key times the city has
directed its conunittees to see what
could be done to compromise the•
* matter, but nothing was ever effected
because the telephone people. wanted
to way "whole hog or not*" Now the
company's lawyer states to the city
solicitor that if the latter is given
authority to compromise the contro-
versy, that the telephone people will
see what can be done towards ad-
justing matters. The council ion-
- .ferred this authority on the solicitor
and Attorney Corbett, who has been
employed by the municipality to help
the solicitor fight the telephone con-
cern. The solicitor last night :o in-
forming the council of the attitude
of the telephone company, stated the
lawyer for the latter had said point-
blank that the company would not
try to compromise, if the solic'tor and
Mr. Corbett were not given supreme
authority. The telephone attosney *a-
liened thee ha company would not
enter any conference if the solicitor
and Mr. Corbett had to take back to
the council for ratification any agree-
meats that inig'ht be entered into by
the company attorney end the legal
advisors of the public government.
The authority for this settlement
girt i by the council goes before the
aldermen Thursday night for ratifica-
tion, before it is effective. Council-
men Orandell. Williamson, Katter-
jolui, Kolb. Oehlschlaeger and Bar-
nett were the ones voting to give the
lawyers power to settle, while Mc-
Broom. Moyers, Ifill and Van Meter
were opposed, but the others had a
majority, Members Duval and Her-
Tog being absent from the session.
The council directed the board-- of
public works to boy for Stoo the old
city street roller the American Road
•Roller company has in this city.
• 
Authority was also given to settle the
• roller company's bill make of $5oo for
$25o, the concern allowing $250 for
repairs the city had to make to the
new street roller bought of it. The aldermanic order that the pileThere wee ordered recorded with of stone at First and lefferson be
- the county clerk the deed wherein spread on First betweer JeffersonMrs. Ella Puryear sells to the city and Broadway, was rejected. The al-for $7,000 enough property to open a dermen wanted it put in the bad
street irons Broadway to Kentucky
-avenue where Tenth street should go.
The street car company filed a reso-
hition agreeing to bind itself to start
and complete within one year the new
tracks that arc to lay on Broadway
from Fountain avenue to Nineteenth
)street, along Nineteenth to Guthrieavenue, and over the avenue to the
Old Mayfield road. -
Five extra are lamps were author-
ized for the city'* electric light plant,
so they could be cot hand for use in
, same any of the present 011'es in corn-
'mission become •broken or out of use.
•
An ordinance was ordered brought
• in, making it punishable with a fine
for anyone to lease their horse stand-
ing on the brick or bitriiithie.streets.
The constaut stamping of a horse
standing for hours injures the brick
or bitulithic.
has with the city when Jefferson
street was widened and took some of
his private property.
I The accounts against the city were
allowed.
I Auditor Alexander Kirkland filed a
financial statement, showing how
much was appropriated for each mun-
icipal department the first of this
year, and how much has been spent
since then. He said a deficit of be-
tween $12,000 and $15,000 would ex-
ist at the end of this year.
Initial adoption was given the or-
dinance calling for concrete side-
walks on both sides of Fourth be-
tween Nlorton and Husbands streets.
A measure was adopted some weeks
ago for this work, but it was illegal
u many interlineations and meas-
ures existed in the oddinance.
Final passage was given the bill
submitting to a vote of the people of
lthis city at the coming election the
I question of ratifying the new eigh-
teen year contract the city legisla-
tive authorities have -made with the
private water company to furnish
water for the fire hydrants.
Second passage was given the meas
ure stipulating that after the end
of this year no "bucket shops" or
'commission houses shall operate in
this city. A heavy fine of from $25
to $too per day Will be assessed if
anyone tries to run an establishment
of this nature.
. Final enactment was given the
measure providing for concrete side-
walks on Farley street from Meyer
to Short, and on Short to Clements
street.
A license was granted the George
H. Goodman Company to do a whole-
sale business at their store in io8
North Second. • .
City Engineer Washington was
directed to furnish is, statement es-
timating the probable cost per front
foot to property Owners for the new
scan:rage system being constructed.
Moore and Wallace transferred
itahceeir Oak Grove lot to George Wal-
It was ordered that poles be taken
from the gutters on Goebel avenue,
and the gutters cleaned out so water
can run through them
The board refused the request of
people on Jefferson between Ei,li-
teenth and Twenty-fifth streets that a
pathway of cinders afit-"OVPIlt each
corner so people can get acrosillfrom
pavement to pavement without
tramping through the mud.
The board of works and sewerage
committee was authorized to decide
whether property owners on Ken-
tucky avenue from Frit to Second,
and Jefferson from First to Second,
should pay for the storm sewers put
down last year, the cost to now be
taxed against the property in the
brick street work. The board of
works and committee have already
decided the property owners pay the
council now just ratifying the alder-
manic actiott cif referring it to these
other bodies.
A brick culvert was ordered built
when needed, on Husband street
where the wboden bridge now stands,
but which bridge will shortly be fill-
ed over with the dirt being used to
construct a fill through the hollow
HOW ethsting.
places along First street.
There was ordered brought in an
ordinance repealing the present law
compelling the mayor to remain in
his office from 8 a tn. until noon,
and I:30 to 4 P. m
The board confirmed the alder-
manic order that the mayor advertise
and get bids for dealers, showing
what they will charge to furnish
feed to the city horses and mules.
City Engineer Washington was
empowered, if he found it necessary,
to. employ an expert brickmason to
supervise the brick work on the new
storm and sanitary sewerage system,
now being constructed. The engi-
neer and his inspectors do not have
time to stand and watch every brick
going in, so an expert mason will be
secured if needed.
Manager Hubbard Wells, of the The council refused to concur in
'box factory nee: the Union clepot,Ohe aldermen's request- that authority
• petitioned the ostineltiti here graded be given the street committee to lay
sod ithureled that part 'of Caldwell
street that was extended- stertietile
I. C., tracks to his box plant. he
• council refused, lost ordered an ordi-
nance brought in for the improve-
ment to be made only after there is
dedicated to the city thegroun0 over
which the th3 thoroughfare would mentioned for the school children,
pass. • therefore they have to trudge in the
To the finance committee waa re- mud during bad weather. The coun-
cil found out the plank walk desired
would cross private prdperty, and re-
fused to. have them built. Thew did
pie.. ono leading_froin Bridge-01W
.to the. 'new hgeKinley beihNng in
Mechaniesburg.
The council then neljourned
(erred the bill Contractor Bridges
holds againet W. Smith of:West Jef-
ferson street, as the coat of that mot
eif .cqz.ictete_ sidiOralk..‘f
lAntitii SOW- It sInciiinte
and was termed payment y ,
antith OR Acco41ttt of an apeenrent
a line of, plank walk from Baumer's
fill on West Tennessee stree,t across
Jackson Clark, Washington and oth-
er thoroughfares, to the Kentucky
avenue entrance of the Washington
school. Building on West Broadway.
No sidewalks exist along ,the route
fARI
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Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
t
 . Buy YOUR! COAL NOW WHILE . nit'
 ! PiiiCE IS LOW
Cars are scarce and theflunusunl: demand for coal has
caused a shortage, which wills be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, `," LUZERNE"
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
111111111111MEEMBor .11111111111111E121111011
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Barry dad
Henneberger
That run-down. tired 'feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all "malaria. Hari
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
ammo and Jackson St. Phone 237
HUNDREDS NOW
GOING WEST
LARGE CROWD LEAVES HERE
TODAY OVER ILLIblOW
CENTRAL. 
-n
. .
Stroerintendent Flynn and Wife Spent
Yesterday here from Memphis—
Chicago Trains Resume Route.
Today is "homeseekers day" at the
Illinois Central railroad and about too
tickets were sold yesterday by Gen-
eral Agent John T. onovan to parties
of this city and county bound for
different points in the Indian Terri-
tory and Oklahoma. The agents'
downtown office was crowded with
people going out that way to seek
homes.
Spent Day Here.
Superintendent Jack Flynn of the
Memphis division of the Illinois Len-
tral, accompanied by his wife, arrived
here yesterday at noon from the Bluff
City to spend the day with the lat-
ter's father, Captain Richard J. Bar-
ber. Mr. and Mrs. Flynn went back
horn,- on the 6 o'clock train last even-
ing.
Train late.
The passenger traiu due in from the
South at noon yesterday was two
'hours late, on account of bad con-
nections below here.
Resumed Their Divisions.
The fast flying Nashville—Chicago
trains yesterday resumed their usual
routes by way of Henderson, Ky.
They have been coming thrdugh here
since last Friday,. on account of an
accident at the Henderson bridge, but
things have been repaired now and
the regular division resumed.
Mr.. Felix Costi of the 'St. Louis
Coffee and Spice company was here
Sunday attending the funeral of his
former representative, Mr Matthew
Ham.
Miss Mary Smith, of Bolivar,
Tenn., is, visifing Mrs. Auber
Dr. J. R. Coleman is in Louisville
on business.
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
s.
Ha! Ha! The Long Looked RH.
 has
Just Arrived :Wer
'
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE HANDS OF RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO STANLOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE I N TO SEE YOU ON JANUARY 'ST, 1907, THE PURE FOOD LAW,THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
1(
Ic
I have this day changed the name of my place of business, at r i6 South Fourth street, betweenBroadway and Kentucky avenue, to
The Home of Willow Spring
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR PLASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cununins, dis-tiller, registered distillery No. ici.
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD, sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of /Lentuelry. This Whiskey is made of 25 bushels of rye, i5 bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn andthe CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, Nelson County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of anykind in this whiskey. I offer a Szoo.00 Reward to any chemist who will Said one grain of impuritiesin this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses In St_Louis, David Nicholson, whose naine attached to the label guarantees purity. Therefore they areanother of my liquid foods made from the delicious grapes of California. My blackberry brand, Isguaranteed to be pure, made from the pure, delicioue fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaranteed by the celebrated-firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid food that can be used with impendrfor sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is distilled from pure andlow apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros., apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. onother of my pure liquid foods made from apples.
1.?.I handle but one brand of Beer, the purest In the United States of America, made by the Aisn-
e; 
.....eer-Busich Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Bud-
- weiser. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure matsand hops.
My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITYand guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food lawsThey have been seventeen years coining, but have come it last. On the first of next January these lawswill go into force in the entire United Sege, of Amnia and I am one of the few that has anything inthe drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Laws. These laws are going to heenforced as the government never before enforced a law in our great country. There will be no moreso-talled To and 15-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the law wig'compel them to put on the labels exactly wino it Is, if it is rectified or compounded, made of drugsand chemical& There will be no more so-called blends, foc they cannot net neutral spirits and withoutspirits--• blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be labled with fictitious ageiand names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-called compounders.Remember, the only place in our city where you can get Pty, both by the drink. quarts, pinta or!-•.:.lf-pinta, is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, liquid food, 116 South Fourth street. Paducah, Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you thenext day that you have been drinking the vile an-I poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifier.%rnade yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and come to the place where poreliquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's,
TalkingDon Gilberto The Machine Man
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the p ure food laws of our State.
116 SOUTH FOOkTH STREET
—Contractor George Katterjohn
has moved tits family from South
Eleventh to their new home on Jef-
ferson near Twelfth stteet.
—Mr. Herbert Wallerstein's auto-
mobile broke down ten miles form
the city Sunday, and had to be pulled
to town by a farmer's horse. Mr.
Robert Fisher encountered, the came
accident Sunday a short distance out
from the city.
—The James T. Walbert camp ot
Confederate veterans meets this even-
ingin month)/ session at the
City Half. during w ich time step,
will probably be taken to draft res
lutions of ,t•Fspect upon the death of
Colonel Reuben Rowland, a nesteem-
ed member of the camp, who will be
buried this morning.
street car ran over a little
brown dog at Fifth and Broadway
yesterday and cut off it's hind leg
The brute was killed to ease its pain
We have a splendid variety of suitable pieces.
Many of them are new and exclusive designs.
The designs are cut on the finest quality of blank
ystaL
Our giass is of unequalled coke, belbusw and
J1L. Wolff Jeweler
Now is the time for you to fill you' coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 1 Ic
•*: bHes, Aentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT- Agent for Whiti4sa1 and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT'?
II. Al „Cunningham,
nes: Old 960 'New 245. rs, 
- ThMeenth and Adams Street
THE CUBAN
STENSLAND
MANUEL SILVERIA, DEFAULT-
ING BAJNIKER, A MAN OF
- 
PARTS.
FINANCED THE RECENT
REVOLI IN CUBA
1/98 ACTIVITY IN REVOLU-
TION DUE TO A QUAREL
WITH f'ALMA.
Cavity of Treachery to Both Sides.
, Forced to Flee to Save His
Life.
New York, Oct. 14.—Manuel Sil-
veira, the Cuban banker whose al-
leged embezzlenient of $1,000,000 be-
Zinging to J. M. Cabellos St Co caused
that firm's failure, financed the recent
revolt in Cuba, according to Havana
advice* to the New Yolk Times. Part
of the money, it is stated, was spent
in the purchase of arms.
Silveira's activity :n the revolution
is declared to have been due to ,a
quarrel with President Palma; They
had been together in some large cat-
tle deals, Silveira supplying the
stock for Palma's estate in Bayamo.
While these deals were proceeding
Silveira became interested in the '
Tacon Theatre deal, which involved
a sale to the government at $200,000
above the purchase price. VVhile this
deal was pending Palma found that
he had been badly beaten in a cattle
deal, and thereupin frustrated the
theatre transaction
Became Palma's Enemy.
Silveira at that mornekt became
Palma's :nemy and began plotting
savolution. Then he employed Jose
Miguel Gomez as manager of his
sugar estate. The government open-
ly persecuted Gomez, sending troops
with artillery to force the pople near
the estate to refuse to deal with
Gomez or Silveira. The result Was
the dismissal of Gomez, who went to
New York. Then Silveira began oth-
er negotiations and when the insur-
gent leaders took the field he sup-
ehed them with funds.
The government learned of Sil-
veira's complicity and had prepared
to arrest him when he purchased
freedom by the ostensible gift of soo
liaises and the betrayal of Quentin
Banderos. Intervention by the Un-
ited States brought about a situation
LIVELY CHASE
BY OFFICER
HARRY P1 :E OUTSTRIPPED
POLICEI AN CROSS YES-
"- ERDAY.
Lee Peeples Tdephoned From Fulton
to Watch 0 it For His Horse—
Poli Busienss.
Yesterday at noon Officer Lige
Cross espied Harry Pike going into
Som Gott's sal, on on North Fourth,
and seined to crest him. Pike dart-
ed ott and up -Jefferson street, then
into Fifth, ov..r fences, through
yards and finally got away. Quite a
crowd was attra -ted by the chase be-
tween man and ,fficer. Pike is want-
ed on the cha having a fight
out near the t depot, while a
bench warrant 000is against him in
the circot
Horse Stco-en.
Chief James Collois of the police
force, yesterday received a telephone
message from Lee Peeples, of Fulton,
Ky., the latter asking that a look-
out be kept for his sorrel horse that
had been stolen.
Boy Took Pony.
George Houser, former deputy
sheriff or this county, telephoned
from Florence station yesterday, ask-
ink authorities to watch out for
3 )41year-old boy who had run away
it :It a Texas poney, and NV3', thought
to be coming this ..vay.
Judge's Horse Caught
Yesterday a horse got into the
yard of Mr. Henry Overby on Foun-
tain avenue near Jefferson street,
and that gentleman brought the beast
down to the city pound where it was
placed. The horse belongs to Judge
Lightfoot. who liver around the cor-
ner from the Overby home. The
Judge claimed his home, but was
:timmorred to appear before
• is morning
SOCIAL EVENTS
ON CALENDAR
(Continued from Page One.)
by announcing that last Friday they
quietly hied themselves to Metrop-
olis wher ethey were married. The
couple have bone to Evansville ..to
make their home.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Ophelia Ingram of 1433 Kentucky' av-
enue, while the groom is the respon-
sible young man formerly with the
telephone company here.
Srnithland Nuptials.
Miss Louise Abells, of Smithland
and Mr Jesse Rutter of. Harmo,
Mardin, Marshall cqunty, will be
married et 11:30 o'clock Thursday
morning at the Methodist church in
Sinithland. It will be quite a social
affair, and immediately after it the
couple come through here en route
to Chicago on their bridal tour.
The young lady is the attractive
and bewitching daughter of Mr. J
L. Abells, the ex-county judge of
Livingston county, and a verp romi-
nent man of that section.
Mr. Rutter was formerly of Liv-
ington county, and served with
Harry V. McChesney at Frankfort,
when the latter was superintendent
of public instruction for this state.
He is now cashier of the bank at
Hardin, Ky.. and a fine young man.
Wedding at Memphie.
Mrs. Paul Stutz leaves tomorrow
for Memphis, Tenn., to attend the
wedding of Miss Josephine Hunt and
Mr. Allen V. Hill, who will wed Oc-
tober 24th at the Hernando street
MethodIst church.
The bride is very popular here
where she visited Mrs. Stutz several
months ago. She is a beautiful wo-
man of rAany esteemed traits.
Mr. Hill is a sterling young busi-
ness man of Memphis and brother of
Mrs. F. M. Kirby, formerly of this
city but now of Memphis.
court
• Evening Dining.
A number of friends enjoyed a
Charged With Cursing, delicious dining given last evening
Officer Emile Gourieux yesterday by Mr. Charles Cox at his honie on
arrested Hattie Prewitt, colored, who Fountain avenue, complimentary to
•s charged with cursing Nellie An- Miss Lucye Bruen, who is visiting
derson, and then sticking the latter Miss Marjorie Se, !t Ninth
with a air of scissors.
PROTEST AGAINST
"JIM CROW" CARS
Negroes File Complaint With Inter-
state Commerce Commis-
sion.
Washington, Oct. ii —Represen-
where Silveira's treachery to both tative 
negroes of the South„ on be-
sides was bound to appear, with con- half of !he
ir race, have complained
sequent danger to his life. He there- to the int
erstate commerce commis-
neon apparently laid hands on what tion of the use b
y railroads of the
cash was available and fled. South of "
Jim Crow" cars foe inter-
This is the story from Havana.
Reports have been current in Uew
York from the first that it would bt
found that Silv.eria v.as concerned in
the Cuban revolution, and that Juan
N. Ceballos of the bankrupt firm, de-
clared that in his opinion the reports
wire wrong. If they were true Mr.
Ceballos said he knew nothing about
Silveria's work for the revolution-
ists.
John S. Fish a member of the Ceb- it)terstaIe passengers are d
enied equal
allos banking firm, daklared again
last night, that in hi? opinion, Sil-
Nesia had had nothing to do with the
revolt. He deiclared positively also
that Mr. Ceballos certainly had no
share in any business of that sort.
Must Have Been Crazy.
"Silveira must have been crazy",
said Mr. Fiske, "I can think of no
other explanation for what he has
done."
Meantime no wire of Silveira's
whereabouts has been found. All
South American ports arc being
teatchdd but so far nothing has been
heard of Silveira or the cattle carry-
leg steamship in which he fled.
A member of the firm of J. M. Ceb-
allos & Co. reitcrited the belief yea
tcrday that Silveria had gone to Ven-
esuela and would stay there. H!
said brother of President Castro was
Silveira's partner in the Venezuelan
(Attie tradf .monopoly and Silveira
was a close friend :if President Cas-
tle). There was no treaty between
Cuba and Venezuela and :t would be
almost an impossible task to get Sil-
veria.
Win. Nelson Cromwell, counsel for
the assignee said that if it was found
that Silveria was in Venezuela he
did not believe the Ceballos & Co.
would spend much money to get him
extradited.
The Seville Packing Compady of
this city. importers and packers of
olive oil and olives, ia the -first con-
eern forced to the wall as a result of
*e suspension of Ceballos & Co.
Mr. Ceballos is the heaviest stock-
'holder and his two partners are offi-
cers of the company.. A petition in
bankruptcy was filed yesterday
against it by attorneys for small
cretitors.
It was intimated that the liabilities
were less than $200,000. In the ap-
plication for the receiver it was stat-
ed that the assets are more than
$r0000. -711
'Rot the defendant 'says 17
if of srturl•i.
state passengers, and have requested
the commission to investigate the sub
ject AO on the development of the
facts to issue an order compelling the
re4roads not to discriminate against
passengers on account of their color.
The petition is signed by Thomas
Oliver and W. D Johnson of Mho
si,-sippi and about a dozen other ne-
groes. It says in part:
"Under present conditions colored
privileges Wit% white interstate pas-
sengers Colored interstate passen-
gers are compelled by the railways
in the South to ride in what are com-
monly known as "Jim Crow" cars,
which are usually filthy and uncom-
fortable and are denied the right to
eat in railway dining cars and occupy
berths in sleeping cars because of
their tolor, all of which is a violation
of the Hepburn railroad rate regula-
tion law which invests your honor-
able body with power equally to
force equality between colored and
white interstate passengers 'holding
interstate tickets on the railways of
the country."
The petitioners say they have no
foods with which to employ counsel
to argue their case
Istreet.
North
Married Sunday.
Miss Lou 4thel Staley and Mc.
James Metcalf were married Sunday
night at the home of the brides' par-
ents several miles from this city on
the Cairo Pike.
Autos for Country Postmen.
Autos for rural free delivery routes
ia the latest advice from the postof-
fire department. Not only has the
postmaster general issued an order
permitting the use of automobiles and
motor cycles in rural mail service
but the government has lately con-
ducted a series of trials with an au-
koliniotrite designed and constructed
oPeciella for this class of postal work.
The new machine is built fzr hill
clinling and country road service.
In hill-climbing power the car is
claimed to exceed any other motor
car manufactured, regardless of horse-
power or weight. In a recent official
test it_ elimibed a grade of 32 degrees.
and with two passedgers mounted a
grade or i2 degrees on the reverse
gear. The machine weighs Roc
pounds, and is furnished to carriers
at 8441e, cach.—Technical World.
Sans Souci.
The Sans Souci chub' will meet this
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
Thomas Hall at her home on North
Fourth street.
Five Hundred Club
The Five Hundred Club will meet
tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. Rob-
ert B. "Phillips at her home in Ar-
cadia.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic Club meets this morn-
ing at the library building on Ninth
and Broadway.
Circle Dance.
The Ladies of Evergreen Circle
of the Woodmen of the World, will
this evening give a dance at the Red
Men's hall on North Fourth street,
and many will be in attendance.
Afternoon Tea Postponed.
Mesdames Carrie Flournoy Ellis
and David M. Flournoy have called
in the afternoon tea they intended
giving Thursday at 5 o'clock. compli-
mentary to their guest Miss Constant
Carey Flournoy. The death of Col-
onel Reuben Rowland caused the af-
fair to be canceled.
SOCIETY PEOPLE IN
GEM THEFT TRIAL
Arrest of Man's Accuser, a Married
Woman, by Deputante'a Escort _.
Stops Hearing.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS-
Rooms to, it and 12, Columoia Bldg
PADUCAH, FY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,'
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah
Kentucky
IMO
DR. R. E. HEARN
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. aat.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Irmo ROM! FIFTH STREET
Both noses 355
Office hours Ste to a. in., I to irt
p. m. and 7 to p p. m.
J. IL HENDRICK, J. Q. MILLED.
W. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mille
Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice is all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Ruoms I. a and 3 Register Build
ing, saa t-a Broadway.
•
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence a96 Office 251
R. T. LIGMTFOOT,
LAWYER
Wili practice in all courts of Ke
tech,.
 •
DI. W. ilk BUSA.N.LR
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone tao
Beeidsow.„ 8z9 Iroseliwae. *
Phone tea
O. D. Schmidt
Arcidtect and fisperintendent
eot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone e9S Red; New Phase
PAD'UCAH. KENTUCKY.
Dr. B. tHall
Office with Dr. arms & 1-11
Berth Plith. Da* Phasing MI
esidanes met Liam. UM Sham NIP
WM!
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
I to yo horse power. Beet, sheep-
est and most etoacimical.
Special attention te electric light-
ing plants
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Putman. Ky-
Detroit, Mich., Oct. I2.—A sensa-
tion which has astounded exclusive
Jackson society brought to an abrupt
roof) the .criminal prosecution of Mat-
thew M. Gayney of Detroit for the
theft of Mrs. Etta Salisbury's dia-
monds. Incidentally, it has created
among the more lively members of
the exclusive set a fear of possible
revelations of doings at "Dad's Tav-
ern," a popular roadhouse affected by
the gayer members of the social set
under hitherto inviolate guaranty of
secrecy. 1
• Gayney is a Detroit business man,
who lives with his wife and family at
ofile Brooklyn avenue. While spending
an evening at the tavern in the coin-
patty of Mrs. Salisbury, herself a mar-
ried worn"n and a leader in Jackson's
ociar affairs, last slimmer, she found"
a purse containing valuable diamonds
we" lying on top of a slot machine.
She took the gems and by carefully
Klee tie:wasted, hundred guar4ed advertialng sought the own-
from 
live fiorses were exported er. Failing to receive any response,
London hist year, going mainly she kept the diamonds. Later she
to Reigintn. and mostly deetined eel
take the form of sausage.
canted Gayney'e arrest end out of re-
honor, our cliier:t can not be
We contend that be is in-
three
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truebart Building
TEL. 70
WINDOW
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE AI PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L WIT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AOKERABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT 18 0)12 OP THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee, 315 hav.
Cyclone Iowa
K.00 FOR $1,000FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
Matta, Efiftger ortb Co.
Undertakers and Embahners.
180 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH.*ICY
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, 'Mucky
Branch Office in Paducah at the
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directed*, of the cities named below In the morn.
lag Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invited to call
whets desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPU LATION OF THE MUT=
STATES
venge Gayney told of the trip to
Dad's Tavern.
Before the socially elect had fin-
ished gaping at the revelations, an
astonishing shock came when Mrs.
Salisbury was herself arrested for
theft of the diamonds. The complain-
ant was John C. Weber, a leading
merchant, and it has developed now
that the gems really belonged to Missi
Margaret Wilson, a debutante of most;
exclusive family, and that she visited'
the roadhouse with Weber on the
evening Mrs. Salisbury found the dia-
monds there.
Miss Wilson saw the gems adver-
tised, hirt did not dare to cla m them
for fear of her own reputation, but at ,
the last moment Weber did so in the
belief that he could hide Miss Wil-
son's connection with the saffir.
Ma Twaddles—Does the story turn
out happily? Twaddles--I haves't
any idea. Ma. T—Yes, but it ends
when the principal characters: get 
Cleveland
Mar-
ried.-- 7a def. .
List of Directories on File
ALLEGHENY CITY, PA,.
ATLANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO. N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DULUTH, MINN.
FATRFTELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
KANSAS CITY, KAS.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, TCy.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER. "VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY
91/4'. lititnnSWIMIWINI11111111111111' SALE:
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN,
MILWAUKEE, Wit
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGA rum CONN.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, COr.-\,_
NEW ORLEANS, A.
NEWPORT, KY.,/
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND. VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINQPIICLD, 0.
STRATFORD, 'CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERf3, N. Y. S
FOR
PRICE $4.00
-mar
CARONI, DlItiCTORYil COMPANY
TR9gister:Office, 523 Broadway "IV
' 4
I ,•--;-*"46,...g•alillr
Vraursioll:
It. Lassie esti Tennessee River Pack-
et esainany-the cheapest and bee
titeortiou met of Paducah.
.111••••
S8.00 Fir be "Zs:1U
It is a telp of pleasure, condor
and rest; good service, good tabl
a good Mama. etc. Boats leave eaail
• Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jai
Roger, superintendent; Frank L
Brows, agent.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.0o:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
of five or over Sz.3o each, withal'
meats; Is.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo
urtber particulars see
B. A. FOWLIlli, Oen. Page. Agent
or OWEN FOWLER. City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
• C. MAN:IN6 SEARS, M. 0.
OMos 1107 Mews St.
Teiaphool 377.
• •
`• mon
Dr. Sidney Smite')
DENTIST.
Olin over Globs llosi and Tram
Co.. joto Sroadtway.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Nees & Crescent Route
DIRT LINE TO
MATTANOOGA,ATLARTAa
•
KIIIIIVILLE aid FLOM
Aloe to Aelmeilie, ileederseavilie
Smoot, Lake Teaawsy, fiat Spew
and many ether mete hi the ili1011
of the Sky" and beautiful •lappliire"
of Western Neva Careiliaa•
gfeeleg a high abode, bowleg
picturesime mountain semen
till splendid hotels.
lead two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other band-
sonsely illustrated Hterature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent.
Lexington, Ky.
C. M. HUNGER FORD, Dist. Pass
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
• S. B ALLEN, Aut. Gent. Pass
• Agent. St. Louie aes.
GET THE BEST
. • .
VMPIqN
WEBS!!
I. 11.1) 'V A TIf t't ' 1
I \ 141‘ 111A I lk,
ji()NtN)'
Recently Enlarged
, WITH
25,000 New Wards
New GeJlettedia bt Werld
with more than 18,000 titles, based on (belate* owls= retugna
New Biographical D I otlatbery
contalnins the names or ever 10,0:111 Easedperions. sate of birth, death. eta.
Jidltal by W. T. HARRIS, Ph.D.. thLit)..United States Oonsinlistonar of Education.
23110 Quarts PagersNov ram. lOSS 111••••dora 22•21.0.
Needed in Eratik elme
Also Webster's tallS•Ait•isu Para SISSRegular Edition ./ Wi(Ai Waal's*.D. Lux• Edition tudfio Prblei ewe
men plm.r, ea bible mom
•
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of debases
and delicious to the bousewif
-..vco has already used'ordinasy"
apices.. Our apices are part.
and frisk having the
aroma and fine Savors which
nature alone can give. Um
them in your canning pickling
and preserving.
Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
Mt. MYER
Room 2e9 Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone Old 33t R. Residence
'phone old 464.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Room; 3 and •
Columbia Biailding.
Phone tasz-Red.
Picasso', filpkomi s Cartificatee
Wats' and Oil C Mos.
1.181 Cilikadsti
Maid risk up to Mt in five lib
%Wm this at the
'PADUCAH,. ME STORE
E. H. PURYEA R,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Pathicab, Xp
New 'none on
SPUN A LTI
Abetrasting of 7Illes,
laseranee, Corporation and
Rata Estate Law.
OLIVER, OLIVER dt ll'ORZOOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Beaton. Ky.. rear haul
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 44
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
October 16 to Be Observed as Apple
Day.
'Apple orchards - tiwoughout the
country, and especially those in the
Middle Western states, will deliver
to growers this fall the largest crop
in a decade. The•fruit dealers say it
will be of a better quality and cheap-
er than in years. This last fact takes
the edge off the farmers' pleasure,
as he looks at his heavily laden trees,
says the Chicago Poet.
"Farmers seem to be face to face
with a hard fact,".. said 0. K. Earl
a South Witter street apple dealer
"When he has but a few apples to
sell prices are high, but when he has
a big crop the price runs down until
he often makes less than when the
yield is light."
If the plans of the Mississippi Ap-
ple Growers' association do not mis-
carry the surplus orop will be ab-
sorbed on October z6. On that date
-"apple day; every person in the
United States and Canada will be ex.
pected to eat an apple in honor of
"the greatest fruit in the world."
Storekeepers, newspapers and oth-
ers will be urged to give away apples
to their good friends and customers,
making of the red-cheeked -fruit to-
kens of good will and well wishes.
Every farmers' organization has Is-
sued a proclamation malcing October
16 a holiday to celebrate the bountiful
harvest this year.
The great crop that will come into
Chicago soon is the pordOct of un-
usually favorable weather and better
care of orchards. Michigan growers
report only an Sc per cent crop, but
elsewhere the yield will be far in ex
cess o? the average.
Apples will be selling for 75 cents
a bushel before the winter is over
recording to traders in South Water
street. Summer and fall crops now
glut the market to the loss of the
growers. Winter aoles are being held
haek to permit the %worrier product
to be consumed. Jonathan!. consid-
ered the finest of the earliest varieties.
are now telling at a lower price than
the ormeest nual4v brouaht laat year
Conditions will he such this fall
that neoole can return to the rood
old custom of havina a barrel or two
of apnles in the cellar -and use them
as a staple and not as a luxury.
NEWSPkPER TRIALS.
Strongly Condemned by Attorney
General Mayer Of New York.
At the annual congress of the Na-
tional Prison association held recently
in Albany Attorney General Mayer
Ailed attention to newspapers whioh,
he said, published misleading ac-
counts of important criminal trials.
"Indeed, this type of journalism,"
said the attorney general, "has gone
so far that a newspaper poll has al-
ready been taken as to the guilt of in-
nocence of a man accused of a capital
crime who has not yet been brought
to trial.
"The consequences that follow such
conduct are gravely detrimental to
the public welfare. The unthinking
are likely to be dissatisfied if the
verdict is not in accordance with the
newspaper determination, and thus,
being ill informed, lose confidence in
the administration of the criminal
"I a mnot one of those who be-
lieve that legislation can cure every-
thing, and I doubt whether effective
legislation could be drafted or enact-
ed. but public opinion is a more vil-RAIL W AY BULLETIN uable weapon than statute law, and
I am quite sure that the reputable
Lexington Ly., Fall Races: Dste. Ores, of the state and country will be
sf sale October and to 13th, 'goo glad to join in a move to arouse pub-
inclusive, limit October 14th, 1905.
 
lit &entiment upon this question and
Round trip rate g9.45.
Louisville, 
-Grand Lodge, F.
& A. M. Grand Chapter R. A. M.
Dates of sale October 15th and 16th,
cpoto, limit October aoth, zepota Round
trip rate Pips.
Nashville, Tenn.,-State Fair: Date
of sale October 6th and 8th to 13th
inclusive 1906, hull: October 15th,
1906. Round trip rate $4.75.
Asheville, N. C.,-Missionary Con-
ference Prot 'ant kpiscopal church.
Dates of sale October aanca.and a3rd,
1906, limit Novenio- r 5th, 190o.
Winchester Ky., State Develop-
nent convention: Dotes Li' sale Oc-
tober 9th, and toth, 1906; return lim-
it October 13th, 1906. Round tep
ate $9.90.
Biettingham, Ala., Home Coming
Week: Dates of sale October 14th
and r5th. 1906; return limit October
mat, 1906. Tby 4rpositlng ticket and
paying fee of 6 cents an extention
to November/1st, 1906 may be ob-
tained. Winn trip rate 89.35.
Me is Tenn., International
Conve on Brotherhood of St. All-
drew: Ites of sale October 15th,
6th, 17th and z8th, 1906: return limit
)ctohei pat, 1906. By, cleriositing
ticket and paying fee of 56 cents an
' aS NOtiembet aoth; r906
ay be obtained. Round trip rate
545.
New Orleans, La.-Bien**, meet-
fitg Sitrpreme Lodge, L. of P. Datee
of sole, Oeteher is to 15, 5906, in-
clusive; limit October 30, icio6. By
depositing .ticket and paying fee of
so cents an extension can be had to
IabireMber 30, 5901 .
-
hilyc no doubt that an association
such as this can be a very useful fac-
tor in assisting the spreading of such
a sentiment, for the publications of
the kind to which I referred are so
lubversive of the public good that
cvsry decent citizen mu* be willing
to lend his aid to putting a stop to
these practices."
Drummers. Get Busy?
Secretary Root has "made good"
on his round of visits to our sister re-
publics in the South, and it is now
up to the merchants and financiers of
this country to take advantage of the
excellent irn.pression he has made. For
after all, diplomacy today has a util-
itarian object; it would be a fnolish
waste of men to maintain the civil-
ities between nations; its principal ob-
ject now is to bring nations and peo-
ples closer together for mutual prof.
it. It is the pioneer of trade; it
blazes through the virgin forest a
vity for the commerce that is to fol-
low. If the "drummer" does, not come
close no the heels of the ambassador
the Tatter's Inisaion is in vain.
Secretary Root has removed the bri-
ers from the path of intercourse with
South America, and now it is to be
hoped tit* our trade with those coun-
tries will increase as it has not done
hitherto. There have been briers ifl!
the way.-The proud Spanish and Por-
tuguese blood that flows in the veins
of South American statesmen has re-
sented the patronizing air wrliich sae
in the past have been too often in the
habit of assuming toward them; we
have treated them as little children
when they knew they were grown
mien-Mainly About People.
I Good-by, dainty peekaboo!Guess it's twenty-three for you.
I Yet, this much I will avow,
i Speaking boldly, here and now,
You have played a happy role.
Giving pleasure, as a whole,
Both to maids who wore you and
Many men throughout the land.
Poets, too, have sung of you,
Ventilated peekaboo,
Paragraphers had their say,
Waxing pertinent and gay,
Printing preachers', here and there,
Spoke harsh words-as if you care!
You were talked, both up and down,
Winn'ng fame and great renown,
You were honored by the bugs,
Biting where the suitor hugs.
You were proved a golden theme,
Half a garment, half a dream,
Waking envy in the mind
Of us wilting humen kind,
Wreaking havoc by tits and starts,
Stirring up a deal cif bliss
That a fellow couldn't miss
Yet, the seascal's changed, and so,
Now it's time for you to go.
On your way, but promise to
Come again, sweet peekaboo.
-Birmingham Age-Herald
THE STAIRISTS AND
THE LEGAL PROFESSION
The position of 'the legal profes-
sion 'as a body of men ready to ad-
vocate any cauie for money has been
a ready subject for satire in all ages.
Sir Thomas More banished lawyers
from his Utopia, "for they consider
them as a sort of people whose pro-
fession is to disguise matters as well
itt3. to wrest laws." Eten Jonson de-
rides
"Men of your large profession (the
law) who could speak
To every cause, and things mere con-
traries,
Till they were hoarse again, yet all
be law;
That with most quick agility could
turn
•And return, making -knots and undo
them,
Give forked counsel, take provoking
gold
On either hand and put it up."
Gulliver, in Swift's biting words,
inveighs against "a society of men
among us, bred up from their youth
in the art of proving, by words mul-
tiplied for the purpose, that white is
black, and, black is white, according
as they are paid." These attacks are
fairly directed against an unscrupu-
lous class of practitioners who stick
at nothing. This class still exists and
will not soon become extinct. But
the attitude of the publie. mind which
sees in such utterances a fair descrip-
tion of the bar generally, can not be
more certainly fostered than by offi-
cial claims put forward on a misun-
deroanding or confusion of the law-
yer's real function. Every day ad-
miration is expressed for the cross-
examiner who is shrewd enough to
stop before the witness blurts out
some adverse fact. We praise the
eloquence of the advocate who by a
skilled appeal to the jury's feelings
based on some matter outside the
merits of the ease sways their minds
in favor of his own client. Are we to
say that these men are disgraces to
their -profession and that by cunning
artifice they have concealed the real
truth? By no means. But we shall
plead most effectively in their behalf
not by pretending that such things
are never done, but by explaining
the lawyer's real functions in soci-
ety, and his true relation toward tir
science of ethics, from which the sub-
ject matter of his own profession is
distinct.-Law Notts.
HEARST SEEKS NEWS
PAPER TRADE
-MARKS
Wiishington, I). C, Oct. 13.-Un-
der 
'date of MkiY 14, 1906. William R.
Hearst, in his own name, filed an
application with the patent office for
trade-morkts, with particular refer-
ence to the names of certain news-
papers, as follows: 
•.
The San Francisco Faciminer, th2
Weekly Examiner, the Washington
American, the Pittaburg Journal, thc
Los Angeles Facarniner. the Washing-
ton Journal, the St. Louis American
the New Orleans Journal, the Pitts-
burg American,- the Philadelphia
American, the St. Louis Journal, the
Cleveland American. the San Fran-
cisco Journal, the Cleveland Journal,
the Philadelphia Journal, the New
Orleans American and the San Fran-
cisco American.
Under date of September as, ap-
plication for the following were filed.:
The New Yosk American and Jour-
nal, by the Star company; the iNew
York" American. by the Star com-
pany; the Morning Journal, by the
M'Orning Journal Association of New
York; the New York Evening Journal
by the New York Evening Journal
Publishing company; the Boston
American by the gew England news-
paper Publishing. company.
Each of these applications is ac-
companied by a facsimile Is( the head.:
in of the existing or proposed' news-
paper
The man who Sits down and waits
for something to turn up will get
his reward sooner or later Hia, toes
will turn up..
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Trains marked (P) run daily except Sunday. All other triune rca-daily. , Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and ioa 'Weepers between Louis-ville, Memphis and New Grim... Trains ROI and 822 sleepers betweenPaducah and St. Louis. Train tioi connects at East Cairo with ChicagoSleeper. For furthee information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. U. PRATHER. Tiaket Agent, Ilnion Depot, Padecah,
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo iisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Trus-
s. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Cbicapo,
W. H BRILL. D. P. A.. It. LANA, 44.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REA t KFT441 FEAGENCY'
M.DUCAH REAL 1131P'! wirrERN IC.ENTUCKY rautit i. divo
MONTHLY PAYIARNt LO'I'S FOR INVESTMENT. WIIIIPTIAN
PrTUOCIf REAL ESTATE JOURNeil AND PRICE! LIST
FMB TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
1F.D0 Q W I rrtmowir- illoUlh3041/•• So
j E. COULSON,
Meatflãñdbot Water Ocotillo.
Phone 133. 20 N. I hird
At a recent church fair in England 441,404,00.eameosammemempow
one of the /imago used for increasing
the receipts was a guessing contest 
29 to t11. weight of the. pastor. The-Regigtetr, delivered, 10c per week
rGUM,,BEECH 4.11lo OAK FLOORING, FAD:MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE
Mk Phones 26 s We Are Making Very Low Prices OD House Bills. 438 South S‘esend
LAWGSTAFF•DORM MANI. TWINNe COMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling
Siding
Finish
tath
Fmish
L
 Yellow jr Gum MI Ash B
 Maple E
 Oak R Sash, EatPine Poplar Beech Wahmt Elm Interior
COLD TABLETS
REXAL NEARLY SHOT
ON THE RUN
CURE LA GRIPPE, PREVENT
COLDS, RELIEVES COUGHS,
FEVERISH CONDITIONS AND
HEAD AC HES ASSOCIATED
WITH A COLD. LIKE ALL
REXALL REMEDIES MONEY
BACK IF NOT SATISFIED.
WPHERSONS
DRUG STORE
FOURTH AND BROADWAY
S. 
+ •'.• + + a.
PERSONAL MENTION.
•
Miss Cora Graves is visiting 4ere
from Dycusburg, Ky.
Mrs. W. S. Radnedge.has gone to
Louisville to attend the bedside of
her sister, Mrs. 'Collins who
suffered a paralytic stroke.
Mr. Louis Rieke. Jr.. has return-
ed from New York.
Chief James Woods of the fire de-
D.rtment, and his niece, Miss Eliza-
beth Weis, returned Eunday from
Dallas, Texas, where they atterded
the convention of fire chiefs' of the
United States.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen' Jorgenson and
daughter, Mrs. Bowman of Fulton,
are here to attend the funeral of Am nmn
Colonel Reuben Rowland.
Messrs W. J. 'Young, Clarence bULUnri ABLE
Scott, R. L. Burrows and E. A. Smith
of Cunningham, Carlisle county, pass-
el through here last night en route
to Bokoslia, I. T.
will pa ;1 through here tomorrow en
Elizabeth Lyle, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
will pass through he ertomorrow en
route home from visiting the form-
cr's sistara, alesdames Frank Gil-
I bert and Lethro Cathey of Dallas
Texas. Mrs..I.lerndon will spend sev-
eral hours here with her mother, Mrs.
Amanda Wilhelm of Hotel Craig.  
Mr. Henry A. Pettea anT'vrife- left
yesterday for Portsmouth. Ohio, to
attend the waterway's convention.
Yesterday afternoon about 5 o'clock
a passenger was preparing to seat
himself on car No. 44 at Sixth and
Broadway, when a lurch through his
arm against the window which was
snoorhed. The falling glass attracted
many people.
' Miss Alice Cheveatt aged 19 and
Mr. Hamilton Darrell, aged 21, and
Miss Emma York, aged to and Mr.
John Jones, aged 21, went to Metro-
polis yesterday and were married.
The brides are from Hardin and
groom= fri,m Benton.
f '
RUDY INGRAM, COLORED
MADE BOLD BREAK FOR
LIBERTY.
Deputy Sheriff Hume Ogilvie Brought
Him to Standstill With His
Six-Shooter.
Rudy Ingram, colored, reckonel
without his host yesterday shortly
after noon, as he came near stopping
a bullet from Deputy Sheriff Hume
Ogilvie's revolver in the county court-
house yard on South Sixth street.
It was during a wild break Ingram
made for his liberty.
Ingram is charged with represent-
ing himself as being Win. Deal, anl
in this manner, falsely obtaining
SENATOR COULD
NOT BE SECURED
PROFESSOR PAYNE WANTED
HIM TO SPEAK TO
SCHOLARS TODAY.
Many Tickets Have Been Sold by
Football Boys to 'their Game
Saturday—Educational Meeting.
Last evening Professor George
Payne of the high school, tried to
get United States Senator James
B. McCreary to come out to the
Washington building this morning
and deliver an address to the high
school students, as their opening ex-
ercise. The services of the distingu-
ished senator could not be procured
however, ass he has to leave early this
morning for Murray and Benton
+! enth and Caldwell streets. Yesterday this city tonight, and then leaving to-
groceries from James Ward of Elev- where he speaks today, returning to
the darky was taken from the city
lockup to county jail to be incarcer-
ated Officers Hurley and Senser
took him to the county jail, and
turned Ingrain over to Deputy Jailer
Bud Howell out in the yard. The
deputy started for the bastile with
the negro, and while on the building
steps, Ingram leaped to the pavement
and darted around the jail towards
the courthouse in trying to escape.
Deputy Sheriff Ogilvie was sitting
there, and quickly pulling his gun
leveled it at the fleeing darky, and
told him to either halt or take laid
Ingram preferred to halt, and the
deputy jailer marched him back. He
raat only about one hundred feet when
he realized his mistake and stopped.
Evergreen circle will give an in-
vitation dance at the Red Men's hall,
Toseday night, October 16th
110111101801,1111,111
Soules
Balm
For
Chapped
Skin
25c
Favorite in Paducah
tor 30 years.
Now. Made and Sold by
 r •••
R. W. W ILKER CO.
•
DRUGGIS1 S.
Fifth and r.roadway.
, Both Phones 175.
0114.1100.000000011.0.0.0.111114111
TO TAKE DRIVE
COLONEL, JOHN SINNOTT IS
SLOWLY CONVALESCING
FROM ILLNESS.
Miss Eleanor Trezevant Removed
From Hospital to Her Home—
Other Ailing People.
Colonel John Sinnott is slowly
convalescing from his two months'
illness and Sunday for the first time
was strong enough to take a short
drive. It will be a week or two yet
before he recovers his strength.
Moved Back Home. . .
Miss Eleanor Trezevant was yes-
terday moved from her private ward
in Riverside hospital, to her resi-
dence on West Monroe street. She
has been ill for the paat two months.
Able To Be Out.
Dairyman Dick Bell, of the Eden's
hall section of the Mayfield road,
was able to be out Sunday for the
first time since shot by the colored
employe seveaal mornings since. He
itnitated a wolf and tried to scare the
darky, when the latter shot, thinking
it was really an animal of this na-
ture. Mr. Bell is quite sore yet
where peppered with the bird shot.
Other Sick.
'Mr. W. L. Wilkerson, the livery
man, is confined in his private ward
at Riverside hospital where he was
operated on.
Mr. Herman Friedman was yestera
day **ken to Riverside hospital for
an operation.
johny, the baby of Mr. Robert
Kreutzer is ill with pneumonia at
1
their home on Ninth and Bochman
streets.
_,
Miss Mayrne Baynham is recover-
ing from an attack of peritonitis. She
is librarian for the Carnegie libracy.
Frank, the son of Mr. Lee Crum-
baugh, of Memphis, is a little bet-
ter with his spell of typhoid fever
at tbe home of his grand father, Cap-
tain George .Crumbaugh of Seventh
and Madison s this city.
C ederate Veterans.
All me ' tcrs of James T. Walbert
camp,: other Confederate veter-
an; are requested to attend this
meaning at to o'clock the funeral
services over our late comrade Reu-
ben Rowland.
By order of4 commander.
THOMAS LANGDON, Adjutant.
•
- t .4.43* • 4
morrow morning for Kutlawa before
school hours. As result there will be
no speaker for the opening ccrernon-
ies this morning at the school. To-
morrow morning music will be ths
feature.
Many Tickets Sold.
Many tickets have already been
sold by the high school football team
for the game that will be played at
the baseball grounds here next Satur-
day afternoon with th^ team from
Metropolis. The Pat 'rah boys are in
fine trim and proscislts are for a large
and paying crows'
— --
Educational Meeting.
Professor T. J. Cates, superintend-
ent of the Caldwell county schools
returned Sunday to his home in
Princeton, after coming here and con-
ferring with Professor Samuel Bill-
ington and Professor Joseph Rags-
dale regarding the program they. are
getting up for the annual meeting of
the First Congressiogal District Edu-
cational AssociatioRs meeting, that
convenes in Princeton, November
3oth for a two clay's session. The
program will teem with entertaining
features. Many of the Paducah and
McCreaken county educators will bc
present.
+ + + + + + a• -a + a•
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terday for Louisville to visit her
parents, Colonel and Mrs. Ion B.
Nall.
Mr. Pat. Bush and Judge W. I.
Clark of Smithland, were here Sun-
day.
Mr. Frank Judge is here from At-
lanta. Ga., vislting his mother, Mrs.
Pat Judge, of Washington street.
Miss Laura Abell, of Smithland,
was here yesterday shopping.
Colonel Charles M. Wehb. Sr., of
Smithland was here yesterday.
Miss Lou Davis, of Smithland, re-
turned home yesterday afternoon.
Circuit Clerk J.. C. Parsons, of
StriTthland, is in the city. Mrs. Sallie Morrow and daughter
Mr .W. F. Cowper. of Smithland, Miss Emily. will return today from
was here yesterday en route to Lots- visiting Mrs. Robert Morrow of
isville. Memphis.
Attorney Alfred G. Hendrick, of Detective Wm. E. Baker and wife
Fra kfort, was here yesterday en:
rot 4e to Smithland to assist in the
Ro atAbell wedding.
Mr. Samuel Edwards, of Mayfield,
was in the city yesterday spending
the day.
Messrs Abe Anspacher and Lee
Able-bodied unmarried men between Thera .
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + 4 +
POPULAR WANTS. •
• • • • • • • • • + 4. • •
LOST—Lady's diamond and pearl
pendant, on Broadway. Finder re-
turn to James Weille and receive
liberal reward.
Ask your Grocer for "Mama Ja•
Flour. Beat that's made.
FR RENT—Rooms furnished,
with or without board. Address "Z"
care Register.
LOST—Open faced, filled case
watch, size, 3, with letter "L" en-
graved inside. Finder return to
Paducah Marine Railway and re-
ceive reward.
I WANTED—To bny Second hand
shoes, large sizes. I'. B. Jones, 230
Kentucky Ave.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third streeto
New phone 900A.
WANTED FOR U. 3, ARMY—
Some Good Things in Late Books and
New 
_Musk
Sold by
D. LIVIlson at liar hours Departmeit Store
COPYRIGHT NOVELS 
(H"Call of the Blood" ick-
ens) $1.20
"House of Defense" (Ben-
son) 500
"Tides of Barnegat" (Smith)
$1.20
"Doc Gordon' (winkins)
500
"The Fighting Chance" (Cham-
bers $1.20We always have the latest
book's published and many tiales
that can be secured only at our
store. •
NEWEST MUSIC.
"Iola." latest intermezzo
300
"Take Me on the Roller',"
song 250
"Attention." a fine march
• •.. 
............... .25e
"Yaauir're thud 'Rossi:last alai
That I Ever Knew." CL• I song
• • .. 25*
If you hear a new sung or a gric
in st rumental piece, we al was s
have them iniatock. We get ev-
ery new piece published.
Illi.1811111.11111.11MamagaillIMINNIWallianaltaailmartatai •
tires of 11 and 35; citizens of United.
aaates, 'if good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and i
write English. For information ap-'
r'y to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
.: ond House, Paducah, Ky.
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-320 Court Street: Old Phone
1315A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
PABSt BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
For The Success of Our
HOES
YOU are not a shoemaker; we are; to there's no need of going into an
analysis of the construction oi the AMERICAN LADY Shoe But thefact remains that it satisfies over two million weans's. They know theylike it; that it gives style to the foot, that it gives comfort the firstday worn. And that is enough. It holds -its shape longer than other
ready made shoe, because it fits. Yet the enormous businesi done on 83.0o
to $3.50 AMERICAN LADY Shoes keeps the prices moderate
L. A. Lagomars
Palmer House Bar, 
 LENDLER & LYDONGray's liuffet,
- •
Nanceohave returned from a several
day's hunt down in rallard county.
Mrs. J. H. Ashcraft left yesterday
for Louisville. where she was called
by the serious illness of her sister-
in-law who has been ill for a long
▪ + + + • + f + •i time.
Mrs David L. VanCulin left yes- I Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Einstein and
Mrs. E. B. Schwartzenberger of Sc.
Louis, are in the city.
Mrs. 011ie Elliott has returned from
visiting Dr. C.A. Elliott of Wood-
ville.
Mr. R. H. Thomas goes to Jones-
boro, Ark.; shortly to reside.
Mrs. E. P. Overstreet of the county,
is here visiting Mrs. A. G. Coleman !
of Monroe street, whileen route backi
from Paris, Tenn., where she visited.
Mrs. Thomas Farleigh.
Mrs. Lilly Thompson of Livingston
county, has returned home after visit-
ing Mrs. Jtidge Greer and Mrs. Ed-
ward L. Atkins.
Sold at
•
is a Good Reason
.
1
309 BROADWAY TELEPHONE 875
WE DO REPAIRING
 1
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 ffol.e Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
51/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Morin
so Horse Power Motor.
too Light Dyr.amo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street
returned from Madisonville yesterday.
Mrs. David Sanders has gone to 
Louisville and Mt. Sterling, Ky., to
visit. • is
heuser-Busch brewery agency, hasArne- Subscriue For The RegisterManager J. H. Steffen of tileturned from St. Louis.
Dont Wait BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES, 
TOO LONG Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
COAL
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2nd '8E'‘Ohio Both Phones:
--254
4
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